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Abstract

Special education, particularly the education of disabled children, suffers
from the lack of computer-science-oriented research and moderate computer
expertise in educational software used in classrooms. Special education pro-
vides a particularly challenging research area to computers and education,
since every learner is unique.

Successful learning systems for special education can benefit from three dis-
tinctive properties: adaptation to the individual learning process, domain
independence in the learning content with ease-of-authoring, and support
for special needs. The thesis presents a model, called a learning space
model, as a basis for a learning system that tries to address these three
issues. The model is based on structuring the learning material in a n-
dimensional vector space. The author of the material can specify the di-
mensions used.

The primary target group for the learning space model is children with
deficiencies in mental programming. When simplified, mental programming
means the ability to compose a problem solving strategy, fluency in solving
various tasks, and the ability to uphold attention and motivation. Although
deficiencies in mental programming are most severe with brain damage or
occur often with developmental disabilities, it is clear that these deficiencies
are present to some extent in every one of us.
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Therefore, the learning space model is taken out into two classrooms and
tested empirically. The first test is in a special education setting, but
the transfer to non-disabled education is tested in elementary education.
The findings from these two case studies imply that the model operates as
expected if the learning material is authored carefully.

Lastly, the properties of the model are inspected formally to understand
the limitations, challenges and potential of the model better.

Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject Descriptors:
K.3.1 Computers Uses in Education: Computer-assisted instruction

(CAI)
K.4.2 Social Issues: Assistive technologies for persons with disabilities

General Terms:
Human Factors

Additional Key Words and Phrases:
Individualization, computer-aided learning environments, intelligent tutor-
ing systems, adaptive educational hypermedia, special education, mental
programming
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation for the research

Computer-aided learning has been subjected to intense research for decades.
Therefore, it is remarkable that special education, particularly the educa-
tion of disabled children, still suffers from the lack of computer-science-
oriented research and moderate computer expertise in existing educational
software. In fact, there have been only a few serious efforts to exploit
the state-of-the-art computer science methods and techniques to advance
special education (see Klaus et al. (1996), Edwards et al. (1998) or Miesen-
berger et al. (2002) for the lack of examples). Basic learning programs are
available, but helpful and widely applicable learning environments do not
exist. Special education provides a challenging research area to computer-
aided learning, since every learner is, in the broadest sense, unique.

When targeted to special needs, educational software is usually for visu-
ally or hearing impaired people (see e.g. Buaud et al. (2002) and Archam-
bault & Burger (2002)). There is also software for motorically impaired,
but cognitive impairments (e.g. people with learning difficulties) are rarely
addressed. The most attention has been paid to the design of alternative
user interfaces, following the tradition of assistive technology. On the other
hand, the inside of educational software, i.e., the pedagogically sound con-
tent and its technologically advanced implementation, is often forgotten
(Eriksson et al. 1997).

Reasons for the status quo are obvious: visual, motor and hearing im-
pairments are more common and easier to address. They are clear and
straightforward to isolate, and the design characteristics of the software
are largely those concerning the user interface. Cognitive and learning
disabilities are more vague. There is no consensus of reasons for or even
the manifestation of various cognitive disabilities. To make things even
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2 1 Introduction

more complex, very often people with learning disabilities have multiple
impairments. Therefore, educational software and computer-aided learn-
ing environments for the cognitive-impaired persons must include support
for the visually, motor and hearing impaired. In some cases, one can have
the possibility to use external screen readers and one-switch scanning-input
devices, but this is not standard.

Can one use those numerous adaptive learning environments that have
been researched and produced for non-disabled education in special educa-
tion? In general, the answer is no. The reasons are three-fold, related to
the user interface, the learning content, and the processing of the learning
content (i.e. the storyboard of the program). In addition to the need of
extra-ordinary input and output (Edwards 1995), the content of a learning
program or the topic of education in a learning environment is usually spe-
cial. There is no need for a Lisp course in the special education curriculum
but the need for educating children to handle everyday life is essential.

Moreover, not only the topic must differ from standard educational
software. The style of learning cannot be similar to that for non-disabled
education. As an example, let us assume a person cannot formulate a
problem-solving strategy for a simple task. In that case, the learning envi-
ronment should partition the task into subtasks, so that the learner is led
to the final goal step-by-step. These kinds of requirements result in novel
solutions: the emphasis is no more on the quantity of information, but the
way it is processed and presented to the learner. In order to deal with
cognitive disabilities, the software solutions related to the user interface,
the content and its processing must cooperate with each other and human
cognition for a consistent learning experience. The challenges are deeper
than finding another way for human-computer interaction.

There is only little empirical evidence that adaptation in computer-
aided education can actually enhance learning compared to “static” tu-
toring systems or educational hypermedia (Brusilovsky & Eklund 1998b).
However, this argument is without any relevance when computer-aided ed-
ucation is addressed to learners with special needs. Information technology
can be their only means of communication and self-expression. Therefore,
information technology is also essential in order to facilitate learning. Ad-
mittedly, the question whether computer-aided learning programs enhance
learning in general, is completely different and cannot be answered with
similar simplicity, but research results contain evidence of such phenomena
(see e.g. Kiswarday (1996) and Moreno et al. (2002)).

Another important point concerning computer-augmented communica-
tion is that it is possible to activate more than one sensory channel simulta-
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neously. Multimodal, interactive software makes it possible for a disabled
learner to experience things in reciprocity, which he or she may have been
totally unaware of so far. Computer-augmented communication expands a
disabled student’s sphere of life and takes him or her into a virtual society
where it is possible to experience things without being farther burdened
with the handicap.

1.2 Research issues

Learner at the center of the design. How does a computer help a
learner with special needs? The computer can compensate for missing
observation, expression and motor coordination. Clearly identifiable defects
in motor co-ordination and sense perception, or various social and emotional
benefits and disadvantages can be clarified while designing the educational
software. Computerized solutions can open up the interactive process and
thus support the start of a learning process.

Because of its varying requirements, special education provides
computer-supported instruction with a particular challenge. Up till now,
these challenges have been met with computerized one-purpose teaching
tools. Instead of a technically-driven design which directs the passive stu-
dent straight to the desired goal, new trends in education emphasize the
activity of the learner. The computer should give him tools to explore,
experiment, and evaluate — to construct his knowledge of the world. The
shortest path to the learning objective might not be the most desirable
one (Hübschner & Puntambekar 2002). Solutions for special education are
not the same as they are for higher education, whether it is a question of
disabled or elementary learners.

To improve a learning process for disabled children, the thesis proposes
a model for structuring the learning material in a way that provides a per-
sonal learning experience for every individual, suitable for special as well
as elementary education. The adaptation method raised from the model
and the representation of the learning material are important issues to
be discussed. Since the adaptation technique is not similar to traditional
intelligent tutoring techniques, the expressive power of the learning envi-
ronment, the authoring of the learning materials and the evaluation of the
learning results are also under investigation.

Role of the teacher. In computer-supported special education, the role
of the teacher needs to be re-thought. Though certain parts of the syllabus
could be almost totally dealt with through computers, the students still
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need teachers as advisors and tutors. Therefore, a learning event in special
education differs from a typical computer-aided learning event: often, there
is a person present. Computer-supported special education does not need
to replace the teacher or other helping hands, but free those experts to use
their time and effort to more meaningful tasks.

The fact that the learning process in computer-supported special edu-
cation does not take place without a human teacher sets new requirements
for educational software. In addition to enabling the learner to work on the
topic, the software should also analyze the learning process for the teacher,
in order to support the teaching process. Moreover, since the teacher usu-
ally has more than one student, the software should be able to co-operate
with the human teacher. Software supporting the learners does not suffice:
the teacher can also benefit from computer assistance.

Research contributions. The research contribution is a learning envi-
ronment consisting of three parts, presented in Fig. 1.1. The approach is to
share an open learning space among its makers (authors), browsers (learn-
ers), and explorers (evaluators), without lapsing into a restrictive learning
tunnel of the old days’ behavioristic drills. We postulate that the learning
space will give its users freedom to progress on a meaningful learning path,
instead of being bound to the virtual infinity of meaningless options.

When defined more restrictively, the contribution is the learning space
model that serves as a basis for systems to be used in special education, both
for disabled children and in elementary education. The model is studied in
a real-life setting by two implemented systems The design for the learning
space model has evolved from the particular needs in a special school.

One of the issues in the learning space model is the capability to cater
to different learning contents. In addition, the model should be simple and
usable for interested non-experts, such as special teachers, to operate. The
authoring process should not require computer science expertise.

The underlying idea behind the learning space model. The idea
behind the learning space model is that we can try to guide the learner
through certain parts of the task, but should not execute the task for the
learner. The model serves as an adapter to a vast hyperspace; an interface
between the human learner and the learning material. The system car-
ries out the strategies incorporated into the learning material but remains
invisible to the user.

The key issue is support. The learner needs support that can be pro-
vided in a computerized learning environment. However, the purpose is not
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uses data

Learners in the environment

Creators of new material Creators of new material
Other experts

neuropsychologists
occupational therapists

Material editor

learning space
Interface to the

produces data

Evaluation and
assessment

provides material

Figure 1.1: The learning environment for the thesis.

to act on behalf of the user and execute tasks but to help the learner in
conceptualizing the learning task. Because of the openness for various ma-
terials and different instructional approaches or theories, the task conceptu-
alization can be achieved, for example, by different types of metacognitive
support in tasks.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

In the next chapter, we formulate the definitions and additional terminology
that the thesis is built upon. Since the thesis is multi-disciplinary and tries
– among other things – to bridge the gap between different disciplines, the
concepts also cover other areas than the area of computer science.

The third chapter presents an interlude to related research in the area
by reviewing and classifying educational software. The purpose of the clas-
sification is to motivate the need for an open model described in the thesis.

The main contribution of the research begins in the fourth chapter. The
chapter defines the expressive model for structuring any learning material.
The model allows hosting different domains and different users, and can
be effective in different situations by providing adaptation (i.e. individual
learning experiences). In addition, the model does not restrict the use of
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various learning theories or approaches. The part of the thesis describing
the model is mainly based on a seminal paper about the model (Kurhila &
Sutinen 2000b), updated and refined for the purpose1. Later in the chapter,
we try to illuminate the operation of the learning space model by reflecting
it against the operational principles in traditional tutoring systems, mainly
to those well-established in cognitive science. The section derives from the
issues discussed in Kurhila & Laine (2000).

The fifth chapter deepens the discussion about the features of the learn-
ing space model and describes the different content the domain indepen-
dence enables. First, we review how the traditional computer-aided instruc-
tion can be incorporated into the learning space model, before proceeding
into more advanced types, such as educational hypermedia, rudimentary
adaptive educational hypermedia, computer games and simulations. The
last two sections discuss learning material supporting specific deficiencies
and evaluational material for neuropsychological assessment. Apart from
the two last sections in the fifth chapter, the text is mainly based on Kurhila
& Sutinen (1999). The last section discussing the support for mental pro-
gramming is an enhanced version of Kurhila & Sutinen (2000a).

The sixth chapter describes the empirical evaluations of the learning
space model. Two studies were conducted to test the model from the learn-
ers’ point-of-view, one in the context of special education and one in the
context of elementary education. The learning space model presented in the
thesis is more powerful than the empirical evaluations suggest. The evalua-
tions carried out were deliberately simple since large-scale evaluations were
out of reach due to the heavy workload included in learning material design
and implementation as well as organizing the field-trials. The two studies
were originally presented in Kurhila & Varjola (2002) and Kurhila et al.
(2002), respectively. The third study presented in the chapter concentrates
on examining the model from the authors’ point-of-view, illustrating the
importance of ease of authoring in adaptive systems for learning. The third
study is from Kurhila (2003).

Formalizing a scientific endeavour can open up possibilities otherwise
missed. The seventh chapter makes a tentative step towards formalizing
the learning space model and discusses some properties of the model. The
chapter suggests some lines of work that could be followed. The text in the
chapter builds on the work presented in Kurhila et al. (2001).

The last chapter summarizes the main points and discusses some of the
questions raised throughout the thesis. In addition, some issues for future
work are pointed out.

1Origins of the work are in Kurhila & Sutinen (1998) and Kurhila et al. (1998).



Chapter 2

Terminology related to the thesis

2.1 Hypertext, hypermedia and hyperspace

Today, hypertext and hypermedia are common concepts. The idea of hy-
pertext dates back to the time before computers, and it is credited to Van-
nevar Bush (Bush 1945). A typical definition of hypertext is that hypertext
consists of nodes and links between the nodes. Nodes are normally con-
cepts, and links present relationships between the concepts. The concepts
in nodes are presented in a textual form. If the nodes contain graphics,
video, audio or any other non-textual format, it is normal to refer to the
collection of nodes and links as hypermedia (Smith & Weiss 1988).

The links in hypertext or hypermedia can be bidirectional or restricted
to one direction. The links can also be typed, for example, as specification
links, elaboration links, membership links or others. In addition, the links
can be referential for cross-referencing or hierarchical.

Hyperspace, on the other hand, refers to the nodes and their intercon-
nections (links) as a structure. The use of the term hyperspace is often
interchangeable with the term hypermedia. There is a clear distinction in
the emphasis, though: hypermedia refers to the content of the hypermedia
environment, and hyperspace refers to the nodes and links regardless of the
node content.

Hyperspace can also be a space defined by more than three dimensions.
Mathematically, a space may be defined by any number of dimensions, and
the position of objects within that space may be located, much as we might
locate an object in 3-space on the basis of axes of length, width, and height.

7
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2.2 Learning with computers

Learning in general. In the thesis, the concept of learning should be un-
derstood as it is in standard dictionaries (Allen 1994). Learning is gaining
knowledge or understanding of something by study, instruction, or experi-
ence. It should be noted that learning is not to be mistaken for memorizing,
although in some cases learning includes memorization.

A learner is a person subjected to learning. A person can be a learner
even if actual learning does not take place. In this thesis, a learner is also a
person taking part in the learning environment. However, the term learner
always refers to a person supposed to be learning when using the system
or participating in the learning environment, whereas a user refers to the
person modifying or providing content to the learning environment. The
user is as important as the learner, since creating the learning material is
an essential part of computer-assisted education.

A learning event stands for a session, during which learning takes place.
The learning event is a linear event, with a starting point and an ending
point, thus referring to a certain time interval. The learning event can also
be called a learning session or, in some cases, a learning experience.

The learning environment is constructed – in this thesis – from the
physical place where there are learners, teachers, equipment and anything
related to the learning event. In some cases, where the context is obvious,
the learning environment refers to the collection of computers with corre-
sponding software and input as well as output devices. In the literature, the
term learning environment can also refer to only one piece of educational
software. To name an example, Anderson (1995) describes reflections about
their ten years of research on intelligent tutoring systems, which they call
tutors. They report a recent conceptual change in terminology: “We now
conceive of a tutor as a learning environment in which helpful information
can be provided and useful problems can be selected.” This does not con-
tradict the usage of the term in this thesis, because a piece of software can
be used in several computers simultaneously, thus forming a learning envi-
ronment as we see it. However, a piece of educational software is referred
commonly as a learning system in current research literature, used also in
this thesis.

Computer-aided learning. The question of computer-aided learning
against computer-aided education and computer-aided instruction is widely
discussed in the literature (Alessi & Trollip 1985, Steinberg 1991, Boyle
1997). In addition, all of these concepts are normally abbreviated with the
traditional CAI, even though computer-aided instruction refers to a dif-
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ferent emphasis in the learning process. Instruction refers to instructional
methods and thus implies behavioristic instruction or education. There is
a difference between education, instruction and learning, but in this thesis,
they are interchangeable. The same applies to the term computer-supported
learning. In the scope of this thesis, there is no difference between “sup-
ported” and “aided”.

2.3 Adaptation in computer-supported education

Learning systems can have built-in adaptation mechanisms. A system,
which can be adapted by the user before or during the action of the sys-
tem, is called adaptable. In practice, adaptable environments are adapted
by parameters, often called user preferences. The parameters are used in
determining various variables, such as font size and color, sound volume
etc.

When referring to the autonomous adaptation of a system, it is common
to use the term adaptive. These systems adapt autonomously according to
the user’s operations in the environment. In the scope of this thesis, an
adaptive learning system refers to a program, which uses only deterministic
and purposeful adaptation. This rules out e.g. computer games, such as
simulators, where the state of the simulated world changes according to
random functions.

A learning system can be both adaptable and adaptive at the same
time. However, often in such systems, the individual properties are either
adaptive or adaptable; it is unlikely for a single property to be both adaptive
and adaptable.

Adaptive and adaptable learning systems have slightly different uses.
Adaptation provides a changing environment according to the actions taken
during a learning session. In an adaptable system, after the parameter
adjustment, the session is fixed. However, parameters can be altered during
the learning session, so that the learning event resembles the event achieved
by an adaptive system. The essential difference is that with an adaptable
system, the user is in control and is supposed to have enough metacognitive
skills to decide how to adjust the system, whereas in adaptive systems, the
user model a system builds takes the responsibility of being the basis for
the alteration of the environment.

In many cases, systems are both adaptive and adaptable. In fact, it
has been proposed that a system needs to have both aspects of adaptation,
simply because it is remarkably difficult for a machine to interpret the user,
especially before enough input has been received from the user (Höök 2000).
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The standard way has been to provide some parameters a user can alter,
such as fonts and colors, and the adaptation during the learning sessions is
autonomous (see for example ELM-ART (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a)).

2.4 Disabilities related to the thesis

Overview of terminology. A standard way to classify disablements is
to divide them into disabilities, impairments and handicaps. According
to the United Nations declaration (Anonymous 1975), “the term ‘disabled
person’ means any person unable to ensure by himself or herself, wholly or
partly, the necessities of a normal individual and/or social life, as a result
of a deficiency, either congenital or not, in his or her physical or mental
capabilities”.

As Edwards (1995) points out, this definition applies to all people. His
refinement to the definition above is that “some people have impairments
of their faculties which severely affect their ability to take part in everyday
life, and those people are usually referred to as being disabled”. This is the
view also applied in this thesis.

An impairment is a deficiency or abnormality in the physical or mental
condition which manifests itself in structure or in action. An impairment
is not related to birth or to development. It can be innate or acquired.
Impairment can be related to e.g. hearing, learning, seeing, physical or
motor action, or cognition.

In the thesis, the term special education refers to the education of chil-
dren with disablements. The opposite of special education is regular edu-
cation. If there is a need to emphasize that the learners are not disabled, a
term non-disabled education is used.

Motor impairments. The reasons and manifestations of motor impair-
ments vary from mild impairments to severe. In a case where the motor
impairment is mild, the user can e.g. use larger buttons for input. How-
ever, in the scope of this thesis, the interest also lies elsewhere. Computers
should offer a meaningful environment when a user can only elicit minor
movements with, for example, the head. In such cases there is a need for
single-switch input and scanning of choices.

Single-switch input refers to an input device, which can be used – to-
gether with scanning (see below) – as an input method for a person with
restricted mobility, in a case where a person cannot use more than one
switch. In this case, one switch does not refer to one switch at a time,
but truly one switch. In the following text, the term one-switch input is
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sometimes used instead of single-switch input.

Scanning is a method used in input for persons, who can only use one
switch. In scanning, selectable options are highlighted in turn, and the
user can make a choice when the desired option is highlighted. In a typical
situation, the scanning time of the options can be reduced if the options
are divided into rows and columns, and the desired row is chosen first, and
the desired column next.

Scanning is also used if a person can use an input device with two
switches: one switch to scan the choices in a fixed order, and another
switch to select the desired choice. Since this method does not offer any
radical improvement to the usability, persons who could use two switches
(e.g. a person who can nod his head to the left and right) still use only one
switch with scanning, because of the physical strain every choice causes.

Deficiencies in mental programming. The main user group for the
thesis is children with deficiencies in mental programming. The definition
of mental programming is not agreed on globally. The following definition,
adapted from Vilkki (1995), is used in this thesis. Mental programming is
“the subjective optimization of subgoals for the achievement of the overall
goal with available skills”. To put it slightly differently, “[mental] pro-
gramming can be seen as a process that activates, adapts, and modifies
previously established plans in unexpected situations during the course of
action.” However, as Vilkki (1995) points out, mental programming is the
optimization of conscious subgoals, so mental programming is always a
conscious activity.

A decisive property in mental programming is the “interactive search
for subgoals and operations (behavioral routines) which are subjectively
optimal for the achievement of the overall goal” (Vilkki 1995). A goal is
a conscious subjective representation of a state or outcome to be achieved
(Luria 1973). Operations are habitual means to accomplish actions under
variable but specific conditions (Vilkki 1995). An action is “usually a series
of operations planned or programmed for a specific purpose and situation”
(Vilkki 1995).

According to Vilkki (1995), the division of the task into optimal sub-
goals succeeds, if two complementary aspects succeed. First, the selected
set of subgoals should lead to the final goal as efficiently as possible. Sec-
ondly, the subject should be able to reach the selected set of subgoals with
his or her operational resources (i.e. operations).

Mental programming fails, if one of three conditions occur (Vilkki 1995).
First, if the subject does not find a set of subgoals that leads to the com-
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pletion of the final task. Secondly, if the selected set of subgoals cannot be
reached by the operational resources of the subject. Thirdly, if the selected
set of subgoals is not optimal, i.e., a more efficient set of subgoals exists.

Deficiencies in mental programming are caused by frontal-lobe lesions
(Luria 1973, Korkman 1988). Typical to these lesions, other than mental
programming disorders, are also emotional indifference, lack of initiative,
and poor social judgment.

Although it is not a part of mental programming, there is also evidence
that the feeling of knowing is impaired after frontal lobe lesions. By the
feeling of knowing, Vilkki (1995) refers to an ability to accurately evaluate
the success or a failure of a action.

As well as mental programming, motivation is also an important factor
when considering patients with frontal lobe lesion. Normally, if the comple-
tion of a task seems to be possible but requires more than a simple routine
operation, a subject is more likely to be motivated. And, if the achievement
of a goal seems impossible, a subject feels emotional rather than motivated.
Therefore, the motivation to achieve a goal or accomplish a task depends
on relatively stable motives and values and on the subjective probability to
achieve the goal with the means and skills available (Atkinson 1964). The
subjective probability is best if it is near 0.50. With frontal lobe lesion,
this matching of subgoals with available operational resources is disturbed.
This can be explained if mental programming is seen as an intermediate
process between performance and motivation. As Vilkki (1995) puts it,
“the subjective optimization of subgoals integrates motivation and skills
(operational resources) to purposeful activity.”

For frontal lobe lesion patients, the triggering mechanism of the ability
to generate autonomic responses is also altered. Damasio et al. (1991)
describes this with an example. In a test situation, the testees was shown
neutral pictures and pictures with a strong implied meaning (social disaster,
mutilation, or nudity). The testees did not react differently to different
pictures. However, the testees did react to pictures with strong implied
meaning, if the testees had to comment the pictures verbally. This was
in support of the hypothesis that the triggering mechanism to generate
autonomic responses was not destroyed but altered (Damasio et al. 1991).

Deficits in mental programming occur very often with developmental
disabilities, so the number of potential users is much more than one would
think. In addition, the frontal lobe lesions causing deficits in mental pro-
gramming can be innate or acquired later in life, thus increasing the amount
even more.



Chapter 3

Review of educational software

3.1 Motivation

There is no purpose in only reviewing learning systems for special educa-
tion, since the vast majority of existing solutions are nearly trivial from a
computer science point-of-view. Therefore, we concentrate on investigating
educational software in general. The aim of this chapter is to outline the
properties of a desirable learning system so that the system would be usable
in special education.

It should be noted that educational software has been classified in the
past (see e.g. Heller (1991) and Squires & McDougall (1994)), but classi-
fications of software for special education, with an emphasis on computer
science, do not exist. Since the emphasis is on computer science, we in-
vestigate what kind of solutions computer science can bring to educational
software, and not judge software if it is made to support e.g. instructivist
rather than constructivist learning theories.

Overview and examples. Much educational software, targeted to some
specific disablement, exists. The most often addressed special needs are
visual and hearing impairments. Also, assistive technology and software for
blind persons are common (although the approach taken and the style of
operation of these systems varies remarkably). However, mental disabilities,
such as learning difficulties or aphasia, are rarely addressed.

Unless we consider slight impairments concerning e.g. hearing, disabled
users pose demands on educational software that rule out most of the stan-
dard educational software. The software produced for regular education
simply cannot be used in versatile environments found in special educa-
tion.

13
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In the field of assistive technology, most of the computer science oriented
research for special needs concerns hardware. Hardware solutions consist of
specially designed input or output devices (see e.g. Ross & Blasch (2000)).
If the scope of the research is software, the solutions are often enhancements
in the interface design (see e.g. Smith et al. (2000)).

Examples of learning systems designed for special education are usually
simple from a computer science viewpoint. One of the reasons might be
that these systems are not designed in collaboration with the computer
scientists. Even software engineering is possibly done by an amateur, such
as a teacher interested in programming. The two disciplines, computer
science and special education, have rarely met.

Some ideas in learning systems for special education express nothing
short of brilliant innovations, but the innovative ideas have not been in
the area of computer science. An example of typical (but not brilliant)
educational software for a disabled audience in general is a computerized
version of a traditional memory game, where a learner has to find matching
pairs. The program itself does not offer any new aspects to the age-old
game. Some could even say that transferring such a simple game to a
computer brings an extra cognitive load for the learner. However, we should
keep in mind that the user group may not be able to play the memory game
with any other means than a computer.

Dimensions of the classification. Adaptation has proven to be helpful
in learning systems when addressed to regular education. For a review on
the topic, see Brusilovsky & Eklund (1998b); more recent findings include
Conati & VanLehn (2000), Hammerton (2002) and VanLehn et al. (2002),
although zero effects have also been reported (see e.g. Ainsworth & Grin-
shaw (2002)). The case with adaptation is likely be the same with special
education. In fact, adaptation to individuals is much more crucial in spe-
cial education, since every learner is unique, and the variation between the
learners can be huge, not only in the area of factual knowledge but in other
dimensions (motorical, seeing and hearing) as well.

Openness in learning content is another key issue in special education
software. Since special education classes are small, the markets are signifi-
cantly smaller than for normal educational software. That is why there is
a need for flexibility in the learning content, so that the special teacher can
incorporate new material from different domains, according to individual
curricula and different needs.

Support for special needs is essential, if a learning system is to serve
a wide special education population. For example, motorical impairments
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are not rare, and the most universal way to tackle the limitations in in-
put is to use single-switch input with scanning. Most of the advanced
learning systems do no have support for single-switch input implemented.
Moreover, there are several other types of special needs as well. We can
speculate with the possibility of altering the systems so that they support
special education. For example, single-switch input does not require much
computer science contribution to be implemented (in fact, it is a question
of rather trivial software engineering), but the pedagogical solutions and
way of interaction should also be designed to support single-switch input.

Therefore, gathering the evidence from both research literature and
actual field workers, we can conclude that, to be successful in special edu-
cation, educational software needs these three properties:

• adaptation to individual learning processes

• openness in learning content, and

• support for special needs

The result. The examination of these three properties form the core of
the classification. It should be noted that the intersection of the systems
having the first two properties (adaptation to individual learning processes
and openness in learning content) and the systems designed particularly for
disabled users, is empty. Therefore, it is evident that there is a great deal
to do in the field of computer science for the benefit of special education.

3.2 Educational software paradigms

Since it is not possible to classify all of the educational software for the
purpose of this review, we will settle on the representative examples within
each paradigm of computer-aided learning. The paradigms presented are
not well-established, and there is a certain amount of overlap. Because
of our purpose, we have omitted some steps in the continuum of develop-
ing learning systems that could be regarded as paradigms (e.g. Interactive
Learning Environments, ILEs) since they are of no interest in this thesis.
Another point to make is that the systems presented are biased in favour of
academic research, since business-driven research and development has not
been extensively reported. However, many of the academic systems have
been commercialized recently. The paradigms included in this classifica-
tion, in chronological order, are:
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Traditional computer-aided instruction, CAI: Traditional
CAI systems are non-adaptive with a fixed content. The first
examples of this kind date back to the 1960’s, but still today
the most commercial learning systems employ this paradigm.
It should be noted that although the system is not adaptive,
the learning sessions can still be somewhat different for vari-
ous users, since the learner can have different choices to make
within the system and receive feedback accordingly. This in-
structional philosophy is often referred to as learner-controlled
instruction. Also, most of the special education software falls
into this category.

Adaptable learning systems: Many systems have the prop-
erty of being adapted for individual users. Since the need to
adapt the learning system for different types of users is evi-
dent in special education, the adaptable properties are often
found in high-quality commercial special education software.
This slight change in educational software paradigms is nothing
but rather trivial software engineering, therefore not interesting
in this thesis. It is, however, important for the users especially
in the context of special education.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems, ITS: Since the beginning of
the 1970’s, the evolution of incorporating artificial intelligence
into educational software saw daylight. One of the first systems
of this approach was Scholar (Carbonell 1970, cited in Wenger
1987). Scholar made a well-controlled paradigm change from
frame-oriented CAI to adaptive systems (called information-
-structure-oriented CAI by Carbonell). The Scholar sys-
tem was operating in the field of South American geogra-
phy. The system picked dialogue topics rather randomly, but
the responses from the system were different according to the
learner’s input. Although ITS have been developed exten-
sively after Carbonell’s seminal work, the direction of the re-
search was to bias the systems towards more refined learner
modelling and teaching strategies. The systems were heav-
ily domain dependent, although the more recent systems could
have domain-independent parts in their architecture (see FITS
(Nwana 1993b, Nwana 1993a) for an example of such system).
Other examples of traditional intelligent tutoring systems in-
clude ACT-tutors such as Lisp Tutor (Anderson & Reiser 1985),
and its descendants Geometry Tutor (Anderson et al. 1986) and
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Algebra Tutor (Koedinger et al. 1997). Before the strong preva-
lence of graphical user interfaces with direct manipulation of
objects, the systems from the “old-school” were mainly text-
based, often supporting ways of dialogue. Therefore, natural
language processing was an important research topic related to
ITS research.

Adaptive Educational Hypermedia, AEH: After the dawn
of hypertext, the area saw the rise of adaptive educational hy-
permedia systems, although most of the systems still today use
only forms of hypertext. The explosive popularity of World-
Wide Web, the area of Web-based AEH has dominated the
adaptive learning system research. Most systems adapt the
presentation of hypertext and/or support navigating by adap-
tively annotating (or hiding) links. The adaptation is based on
user modelling, often adapted from the ITS systems. Well-
documented examples are AHM (da Silva et al. 1998), Hy-
perTutor (Perez et al. 1995) and ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky &
Pesin 1995). Some systems are hybrids, incorporating prop-
erties found in both ITS and AEH. Examples include ELM-
ART (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a, Weber & Brusilovsky 2001),
where the user has the same kind of problem-based learning
possibilities as in ELM-ART’s predecessor ELM-PE (Weber &
Möllenberg 1994). Naturally, most of the systems stretch the
AEH paradigm to distance education using the Web. Examples
include AHA1 (de Bra & Calvi 1998), DCG (Vassileva 1997),
AST (Specht et al. 1997) and AIMS (Aroyo & Dicheva 2001).

ITS shells and ITS authoring tools: This paradigm shift
started in fact before the shift from ITS to AEH, and it concerns
both ITS and AEH. To reduce the costs and improve effective-
ness, a concept of ITS shell was formulated. ITS shells are gen-
eralized frameworks for building ITS, whereas ITS authoring
tools are ITS shells with a user-interface for non-programmers
to formalize and visualize the knowledge (Murray 1999). The
goal of the ITS authoring system is not modest, and it has
proven remarkably difficult to provide domain-independent au-
thoring tools, which support pedagogically strong and meaning-
ful adaptations, and still do not lack usability and ease-of-use.
Murray (1996b) points out that there are decision tradeoffs in

1Technically, AHA is not adaptive educational hypermedia but an adaptive hyperme-
dia system designed to support other forms of hypermedia use as well.
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ITS authoring tools: complete domain-independence in an au-
thoring tool means a more shallow tutor, and so does too much
ease-of-use. The systems include e.g. Eon (Murray 1996a),
Coca/REDEEM (Major & Reichgelt 1991, Major et al. 1997),
Elint (Vassileva 1990), Calat (Nakabayashi et al. 1998) and
InterBook (Brusilovsky 1998). Calat and InterBook are au-
thoring systems for Web-based adaptive educational hyperme-
dia, thus crossing paradigm boundaries. Of course, there are
also hypermedia-based learning systems without adaptation and
systems to build non-adaptive hypermedia learning systems but
these are relatively uninteresting in the thesis since the contri-
butions in them are often outside the area of computer science.

Agent-based learning environments, ABLE: Agent-based
learning environments can be viewed as the most recent
paradigm in computer-assisted learning research. Although the
research around agents is just taking its form, there have been
several serious attempts to employ agents as essential play-
ers in a learning system. One of the first steps to this new
paradigm was the Learning Companion System (LCS) architec-
ture (Chan & Baskin 1990) and its instantiation Integration-Kid
(Chan 1991), although strictly speaking, it could be considered
a traditional intelligent tutoring system. As in Integration-
Kid, agent-based systems often deploy simulated learning com-
panions as agents. This is the case for example in EduA-
gents (Hietala & Niemirepo 1996, Hietala & Niemirepo 1998).
Other ways to include agents have been using them as helpers,
which take a visual form (see for example Adele (Rickel &
Johnson 1997, Shaw et al. 1999) for a project where agents
are helpers-on-demand in a virtual reality environment for
case-based medical education and training). Agents are also
used in supporting collaborative learning by facilitating com-
munication and collaboration (Ayala & Yano 1996, Greer et
al. 2001), or modelling learners (Paiva 1996). In many cases,
agents per se do not add anything to the environment, but
considering learning environment participants as agents has
caused a shift from teacher-oriented tutoring to more support-
ive learner-centered education. Contradictory to the last state-
ment, some researchers have employed agents only as an ar-
chitectural solution to reduce the cost of building an adaptive
system (Cheikes 1995).
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3.3 Desired properties in learning systems

After presenting the paradigms of educational software, we are ready to
discuss the desired properties in a learning system. Following the termi-
nology previously used in this chapter, we use the term adaptive learning
system when referring to any or all of the following: intelligent tutoring
systems, adaptive educational hypermedia, ITS shells, ITS authoring tools
and agent-based learning environments.

3.3.1 Adaptation to individual learning processes

The first aspect in the classification is the adaptation to individual learning
processes. The division is made by judging whether the system is non-
adaptive, adaptable, adaptive, or both. In this particular case, we are
not interested in the technique used to provide the adaptation, so we do
not examine whether the adaptivity is achieved by software agents or by
ordinary intelligent tutoring system techniques. By agents, we mean both
agents that appear visually on screen, and the architectures that can be
constructed to support agents and/or agent-based programming.

The term adaptation is by definition more closely related to adaptive
educational hypermedia than to intelligent tutoring systems. Conceptually,
intelligent tutoring systems are adaptive but in many cases they try to
adapt the learner to the system, not the system to the learner.

Whereas in ITS the model of interaction has often been a text-based
(socratic) dialogue, in AEH the emphasis is often on allowing more explo-
rative learning. Therefore, in AEH, there is a need for additional adapta-
tion properties. Brusilovsky (1996) has classified the properties that can
be adapted in adaptive hypermedia (see also Brusilovsky (2001)). The first
is adaptive presentation of the contents, and the second is adaptive navi-
gation support. Adaptive presentation of contents usually means showing
additional explanations or hiding unwanted parts of a presentation from
the user. These parts are unwanted because the user is not assumed to
have prerequisites of a concept. Adaptive navigation support stands for
adaptive sorting, annotation or hiding of links, but sometimes also direct
guidance or navigation map can be adapted.

Objectives. In education, every learner is unique and has personal pref-
erences and methods for learning, as well as different ways of constructing
knowledge and process information. To support individual learning pro-
cesses, a computer-aided learning system should provide individual support
for every learner. In special education, whether it is for disabled children
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or elementary education, the demand for this personalization is even more
obvious. The individual differences between learners in a special school are
far greater than in regular schools. Special needs range from motorical,
visual, aural or cognitive demands to every combination of these. They all
have a specific effect on the learning event.

In special education, a natural way to divide the responsibilities between
adaptive and adaptable properties, is to use adaptable qualities in modi-
fying the input and output. Adjustment of colors and font sizes is needed
for learners with low vision. Motorical impairments can produce a need
for extra-ordinary input devices, or, in less severe cases, rule out only cer-
tain devices, such as standard mouses. Mental disabilities, such as learning
difficulties, can then be addressed in an adaptive manner, autonomously.

Challenges. The challenges in preparing an adaptive system are multi-
ple. Adaptivity per se is a difficult issue. A system should adapt correctly
to the user’s actions or lack of actions. Even though a learning session
may not qualify as so mission-critical that every decision the system makes
has to be correct, the learning session should not frustrate the learner by
drawing misconclusions about the learner.

Therefore, building and maintaining an accurate learner model is one of
the challenges. Learner modelling is a complex issue, and work on learner
modelling has many forms and therefore differences in opinion. However,
most learner models are built with an overlay model (see e.g. Wenger
(1987)). An overlay is a method in which the learner’s knowledge about the
subject is presented as an overlay of the domain knowledge. The domain
knowledge is usually represented as a collection of concepts linked together.
The overlay contains a – usually binary – value about the estimation of the
learner’s knowledge level of the concept (Brusilovsky 1996).

Other forms of learner modelling exist. One popular method is to use a
simple stereotype model (Brusilovsky 1996). In a stereotype model, possible
learner profiles are distinguished to several “stereotype” users, for example
a beginner, an intermediate, and an expert. Stereotype models are less
expressive, but they are easy to maintain and compute.

Also, the dependence on the model of teaching is a challenge in adaptive
learning systems. Often, the model of teaching is fixed to some instructional
theory and cannot be altered. This is not necessarily the case in ITS
authoring tools or some adaptive educational hypermedia systems, but total
freedom of incorporating different pedagogical views is a goal yet to be
achieved.

One of the challenges is to maintain the usability of the system, when
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advanced adaptation mechanisms are incorporated. By this, we mean both
the usability for a user in updating the system or the system’s learning
content, and the usability for a learner in a learning session. To name
an example, if the learner model is not accurate enough, or the modelling
demands answering too many questions before the system starts, we can
say the usability of the system is low.

One major question is that in an optimal situation a system should be
both adaptive and domain-independent. The challenge in this situation is
to maintain the adaptation if the content is domain-independent. Not too
many systems are capable of this. In every case, some form of metaknowl-
edge about the learning content has to be provided by the content author
to maintain the adaptation.

Many adaptive learning systems have a fixed content; the content is
neither modifiable nor extensible. The hours needed to build an intelligent
tutor or any kind of adaptive system is huge, and the construction has
usually started from scratch. Different remedies have been proposed. One
of the best ways is to use authoring tools to provide intelligent tutoring
(see Murray (1999) for a complete survey), or shift to more modular ITS
shell components (for example, see Vassileva (1990) and Vassileva (1992)
for an architectural solution for a domain-independent ITS shell).

Another possible problem with adaptive systems is the computational
complexity. In a standard case, the modelling of a learner is very much
imperfect, so that the computational load is not going to be overwhelming.
The overlay and stereotype models used do not pose large demands on the
system, but the fact that computational complexity is an issue, has re-
stricted the research and biased it towards making the models less complex
and thus more imperfect. However, the usability in learning systems can
be seen as a far more important issue than perfecting the learner model; it
is necessary that the response times are short.

The effects of adaptation in a learning system are not supported by
enough empirical evidence. This point is made by Brusilovsky & Eklund
(1998b), to respond to the critique towards ITS research (examples can be
found from Rosenberg (1987) among others). It turned out that the empir-
ical evaluation is often either not valid, since the test groups are too small,
or irrelevant, since the evaluation revolves around uninteresting issues such
as counting the navigation steps (Brusilovsky & Eklund 1998b). Although
several empirical tests have been carried out with various adaptive systems,
there is still a need to validate the research results more thoroughly.
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Examples. As a representative example of adaptive systems, we con-
sider ELM-PE (Weber & Möllenberg 1994) and its descendant ELM-ART
(Brusilovsky et al. 1996a, Weber & Brusilovsky 2001). ELM-PE is an intel-
ligent learning system supporting example-based programming and analysis
of a learner’s solutions for problems. It is based on modelling the learner
in terms of a collection of episodes, hence the title Episodic Learner Model
(Weber 1996). In short, these episodes can be viewed as cases, as in case-
based reasoning (Weber et al. 1993).

ELM-PE is designed to support novices in learning the programming
language Lisp by problem solving. It has features to give immediate feed-
back, to reduce the working memory load, to support learner activity, to
support example-based learning and to avoid unnecessary mistakes. ELM-
PE is a complete programming domain, where a learner can learn Lisp by
programming. The point is to offer help on-demand, and only in critical
situations a system takes an active role. The basis of the adaptive helping
in ELM-PE is a knowledge base consisting of the knowledge about problem
solving in Lisp. This is represented as a network of concepts, plans and
rules, and the learner modelling with an overlay model. This leads to dif-
ferent kinds of support: finding errors in the code, completing the coding
exercises, or assessing if the learner’s solution is correct.

ELM-ART is a Web-based intelligent tutoring system in the field of
Lisp programming. ELM-ART is largely based on ELM-PE (Weber &
Möllenberg 1994). The main distinction is that ELM-ART is to be used in
distance learning. It provides both course materials and problem solving
support on-line.

ELM-ART provides presentations of new concepts, test, examples, and
problems in hypermedia form. To function adaptively, ELM-ART has a
certain knowledge about the material it contains, so that it can support
learners in navigating the course material (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a).

Whereas ELM-PE is a system with an open programming environment
with help on-demand, ELM-ART is an “intelligent textbook” where the
course material is Web-based hypertext, thus entailing a need for adap-
tation in some additional properties (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a). As the
learning material in ELM-ART is provided as freely-browsable hypertext,
the system uses two adaptive hypermedia techniques to support the student
navigating through the course: adaptive annotation of links and adaptive
sorting of links (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a). ELM-ART has three instances
of adaptation: adaptive navigation support, prerequisite-based help, and
intelligent problem solving support. Adaptive navigation support is based
on the overlay model of the learner.
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An example of prerequisite-based help is a student entering a page which
is not yet ready to be learned (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a). Then, the sys-
tem warns the learner that this material has unlearned prerequisites and
shows additional links to textbook and manual pages where the unlearned
prerequisite concepts are presented. When the student has problems with
understanding some explanation or example, or solving a problem, he or
she can request help using a help button and, as an answer to the help re-
quest, the system will show the links to all the pages where the prerequisite
knowledge is presented.

Both ELM-PE and ELM-ART are systems that support example-based
programming. They encourage the students to re-use the code of previously
analyzed examples when solving a new problem. In ELM-ART, the learner
can send a Lisp expression for evaluation or send a problem solution for
analysis. An important feature of ELM-ART is that the system can predict
the learner’s method of solving a particular problem and find the most
relevant example from the learner’s profile (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a).

An interesting issue concerning ELM-PE and ELM-ART is that, be-
cause ELM-ART is transferred to the Web, there was a need to discard some
properties from ELM-PE to enable the transfer (Brusilovsky et al. 1996a).
This represents the paradigm shift from ITS to AEH: the learner modelling
and user-adapted interaction became more shallow, but the systems be-
came more domain-independent and were transferred onto the Web, thus
enabling distance learning and a much wider audience.

Another example of classic adaptive tutoring systems is the Lisp Tu-
tor (Anderson & Reiser 1985), and its descendants the Geometry Tutor
(Anderson et al. 1986) and the Algebra Tutor (Koedinger et al. 1997).
The tutors were created to support the development of ACT theory
(Anderson 1993) experimentally. The ACT tutors are traditional in the
sense that they try to keep the learner in an optimal solution path,
although the latest versions allow some degree of freedom in learning
(Anderson 1995). The ACT tutors are remarkably well-known, and they
are among the few ITSs that are actually evaluated outside the research
laboratories. They represent classic ITS research also in the sense that they
are domain-dependent. The content domain is mathematics although tools
for authoring the content have been built (Ritter et al. 1998) thus making
them less domain-dependent.

3.3.2 Openness in learning content

The second dimension of our classification is openness in learning content.
Because computer-supported special education has suffered from the lack
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of usable systems in several content domains, it would be beneficial to have
a learning system, in which the educational content is not tightly-coupled
into a domain but generic so that it could serve various kinds of education.
The need for domain-independent systems gives rise to another problem.
To ensure that domain experts are able and willing to contribute to the
learning materials, means for authoring the material should be simple yet
expressive at the same time.

Objectives. Especially intelligent tutoring systems have suffered from
strong dependence on content domains. Even slight alterations to learning
contents are often impossible. However, within the ITS research commu-
nity, there has been a strong tendency to overcome this problem.

Domain-independence has already been acknowledged as one of the ob-
jectives in a computer-based learning system. Vassileva (1990) formulates
it as “[an intelligent tutoring system] must be easily adaptable to work in
various domains, without forcing the teacher to study programming”. By
domain-independence in learning content, we can overcome the restrictions
of re-usability, thus saving the resources, time and effort to produce usable
systems across the curriculum. This need is even more clear in the field of
special education, where the resources are often more limited.

The solutions to tackle the problem for dependence on a content domain
are, in fact, the same as when proposing easy-to-do adaptive systems. The
solutions range from slight changes in ITS architecture (Vassileva 1990)
to making more reusable modules and simple but versatile authoring tools
(Murray 1999).

One form of partial domain-independence is to allow the content author
to modify the learning content by switching some parts of the contents, or,
more usually, adding new items to the contents. In any case, the form of the
content is well-defined, and the new material should fit to this form. This
is a question of rather trivial software engineering, and it has been done in
several examples of educational software. In some cases, the alterations a
user can make can enhance the usability.

Domain-independence gained popularity when the shift from ITS to
adaptive educational hypermedia became reality. The educational trend
towards learning by exploring or learning by doing in open learning systems
was the thing the community needed. Then, domain-independence was a
must, and it was not questioned. However, another problem appeared: how
to maintain the individual adaptation, and still enable complete domain-
independence?
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Challenges. In adaptive systems which allow authoring novel material,
the ease of authoring is a desirable property. Authoring an intelligent tu-
toring system is not as trivial as authoring Web pages. Depending on the
model behind the learning material, one has to tell the system something
about the material. In a standard case, the material has to be indexed
or scripted in a certain way to enable adaptation during learning sessions.
Particularly interesting descriptive examples of using indices as a basis
for large, meaningful hypermedia systems exist (Schank 1990, Schank &
Osgood 1992, Schank et al. 1993, Osgood 1994, Jona 1995, Bell 1996). The
problem is to lure teachers or other personnel to create additional learning
contents to the system, so the task of providing the metaknowledge needed
has to be made very simple. However, utmost simplicity is not likely to
succeed in ITS authoring, as Murray (1999) points out.

Another challenge in domain-independent systems is the expressive
power of a learning system. Here, expressive power refers to the types
of learning content the system can present. If the system is completely
domain-independent, there can still be restrictions on what kind of ma-
terial can be presented. As an example, many Web-based systems offer
only the functionality of standard HTML. Of course, by using e.g. Java
applets on Web-pages one can have enhanced interaction, but using Java
contradicts the ease of authoring, since submitting adaptation information
between the Java applet and the rest of the system becomes complicated.

It is a common conception that providing a sound pedagogical model
of delivering the content (i.e. the teaching model), a system cannot be
completely domain-independent but suitable only for a class of domains
(Dooley et al. 1995, Murray 1996b). Even if the system itself is domain-
independent, the system can be too complex to use because often systems
are based primarily on theoretical concerns or artificial intelligence tech-
niques (Murray 1996a).

The domain model is not the only thing that should be left open. The
instructional model (i.e. teaching model) should also be independent of the
rest of the system. One of the major reasons for the lack of success in ITS
shells is that they are based on a specific instructional approach (Murray
1996a), and therefore, the tutoring systems built with these shells have also
suffered from the fixed instructional model. One of the remedies brought
by some ITS authoring tools is the independence from a fixed teaching
model. Examples exist (van Marcke 1992, Cheikes 1995, Major 1995), but
the easy-to-use systems have been scarce (Murray 1996b).
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Examples. An example of a completely open system is InterBook
(Brusilovsky et al. 1996b). The system can hold any domain, and the
domain knowledge has to be assigned with metadata. As is often the case
with open systems, InterBook is partly an authoring system and partly a
system for the learner (i.e., an authoring and a delivery tool). InterBook is
based on experiences with ELM-ART, so the adaptation is somewhat sim-
ilar in these systems (Brusilovsky et al. 1996b). However, certain tradeoffs
between the adaptation and the domain-independence have been made.

Adaptive learning systems created with InterBook are called “electronic
textbooks” (Brusilovsky et al. 1996b). These adaptive textbooks use know-
ledge about its domain represented in the form of a domain model and
about its users represented in the form of individual user models. The
domain model serves as a basis for structuring the content of an adaptive
electronic textbook (Brusilovsky et al. 1996b).

Another central part in an electronic textbook created with InterBook
is the glossary. According to the approach taken in InterBook, the glossary
is considered as an externalized domain network. Brusilovsky et al. (1996b)
describe the domain network as follows:

“Each node of the domain network is represented by a node of
the hyperspace, while the links between domain network nodes
constitute main paths between hyperspace nodes. The struc-
ture of the glossary resembles the pedagogical structure of the
domain knowledge and, vice versa, each glossary entry corre-
sponds to one of the domain concepts. The links between do-
main model concepts constitute navigation paths between glos-
sary entries. Thus, the structure of the manual resembles the
pedagogic structure of the domain knowledge. In addition to
providing a description of a concept, each glossary entry pro-
vides links to all book sections which introduce the concept.”

To make the textbook more adaptive and to connect it to the glossary,
the system has to know what each unit of the textbook is about. This is
done by indexing textbook units with domain model concepts. For each
unit, a list of concepts related with this unit is provided.

Indexing is a relatively simple but powerful mechanism, because it pro-
vides the system with knowledge about the contents of its pages: the system
knows which concepts are presented on each page and which concepts have
to be learned before starting to learn each page (Brusilovsky et al. 1996b).
It opens the way for several adaptation techniques.

InterBook supports sequential and hierarchical links between sections
(Brusilovsky et al. 1996b). It generates the table of contents where all
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entries are actual links. In addition, it generates links between the glossary
and the textbook. Links are provided from each textbook unit to the
corresponding glossary pages for each involved concept. On the other hand,
from each glossary page describing a concept the system provides links to
all textbook units which can be used to learn this concept.

To support the learner navigating through the course, the system uses
adaptive annotation of links (Brusilovsky et al. 1996b). Using the learner
model, the system can distinguish several educational states for each page
of material: the contents of the page can be known to the user, ready
to be learned, or not ready to be learned (the latter example means that
some prerequisite knowledge has not yet been learned). This is similar to
ELM-ART, as well as the method for prerequisite-based help.

The main point in InterBook is that it is one of the truly domain-
independent adaptive learning systems. The adaptation techniques are not
the most powerful ones, but the trade-off between domain independence
and adaptation is reasonable. The work with InterBook has continued (see
(Brusilovsky et al. 1998) for the architectural description, and (Brusilovsky
& Eklund 1998a) for experimental evaluation). Another example of more
or less domain-independent systems is Co-Operative Classroom Assistant,
Coca (Major & Reichgelt 1991), to be used in authoring a tutoring sys-
tem. The user can select the domain content, teaching strategy and meta-
teaching strategies. It uses a teaching process model where the next topic,
the content detail and the teaching action are determined by the meta
strategy. This meta-strategy is a set of rules based on the student history,
enabling flexible adaptation. Coca is a text-based system, and its descen-
dant REDEEM (Major et al. 1997, Ainsworth et al. 1999) is more versatile
in that aspect, employing graphical user interface.

At the Institute for Learning Sciences, the learning systems are based on
story-telling (ASK) model (Schank & Osgood 1992). An example system is
Engines for Education (Schank & Cleary 1994). The ASK model is based
on an assumption that the best way to learn is to listen to stories of experts
and ask questions. The model is actually a hypermedia design methodol-
ogy, so the systems based on the model are domain-independent: every
domain can be decomposed and indexed according to the design method-
ology. Although the systems are based on asking questions, the questions
are pre-defined and presented as multiple choice.

Other examples of domain-independent systems are Calat and Eon.
Calat offers adaptive tutoring on the Web with adaptation techniques
which are not particularly powerful, but it includes teaching strategy cus-
tomization (Nakabayashi et al. 1998). Eon (Murray 1996b) is a meta-
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authoring tool for creating ITS. It has means for authoring the interac-
tion, modelling the domain, authoring the teaching model, and authoring
the student model. The Eon has been used in building tutors for differ-
ent domains (Murray 1996b). Examples include tutors for foreign language
learning and chemistry.

3.3.3 Support for special needs

When considering special education at large, the question of supporting ac-
cess to the software is of utmost importance. There is often a need for some
extra-ordinary input and output. These are discussed thoroughly by Ed-
wards (1995). The possibility of using a single-switch input with automatic
scanning of choices would be a solution for almost every motorical impair-
ment; less radical limitations for input are sometimes sufficient. Therefore,
the optimal solution would be that the method of input is an adaptable
property of the system.

Moreover, there are other types of disabilities to support as well. Sen-
sory disabilities can be supported by offering various modalities. Support-
ing mental deficits is also important yet difficult, since mental disabilities
come in various forms.

Challenges. It should technically be relatively straightforward to im-
plement single-switch scanning to many of the existing learning systems.
However, some of the systems that could or even should be used in a special
education context cannot be used with single-switch scanning of choices.
There are two standard situations. First, if the system relies on typing in
text, it is often too tedious for a learner with a single switch to use such a
facility. Another case where a single switch is not feasible enough, is direct
manipulation by pointing and clicking in a graphical interface.

Since it is not always a necessity to have a single-switch input even with
the learners with mental programming deficiencies, the environment where
every action is a form of multiple choice can be non-optimal, not in theory
but in practice. Although in theory the expressive power is the same as
single-switch multiple choice, the usability issues may not be as feasible as
in cases with direct text input or pointing-and-clicking. Let us consider
collaborative problem solving. The three standard ways people usually
collaborate in a computer-based environment are by voice, by typing text
messages, or by using a common “whiteboard”. None of these methods can
be used with single-switch input.

The obvious challenge of the single-switch is that it complicates the use
of a system by slowing the pace of the process. However, it is more of a
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challenge, both educational and technical, to find out how to support and
intensify a constructive learning process in such a context. Despite the
restrictions of the input, the learner needs as flexible and rich a learning
environment as possible, helping him or her to enjoy and move on in the
landscape of constructing knowledge. The learning environment should
incorporate the characteristics of unlimited personal self-expression and
available technical aids into a functional combination.

At the first glance, it may seem that the use of a single switch restricts
the freedom of the learner. In theory, every computerized environment al-
lows its user a limited number of choices at one time. Typing on a keyboard
is a series of multiple choices, and a screen can recognize a mouse click at
any of its hundreds of thousands of pixels, a form of very wide multiple
choice. Technically, the challenge is to offer the learner, bound to a very
limited number of choices, an environment which enlarges his or her choices
in terms of time.

Considering sensory disabilities, learning systems rely only on visual
and auditory information. The challenge is that the functionality should
not diminish and the usability should not suffer when a user can rely only
on some sensory channels.

Mental disabilities are the most challenging disabilities from the learning
systems perspective. Exact reasons for many mental disabilities are not
necessarily known, and there is no consensus on how to tackle them. Mental
disabilities vary hugely, and they appear combined in multiple disabilities.
Mental disabilities can also correct over time. Therefore, it could be a
property to be adapted in a learning system. One possible way to help
deficits in mental programming is to support problem solving in a specific
way: by partitioning the task into smaller sub-tasks, to lead the learner to a
next logical step (as in Nakano et al. (2002)) or by metacognitive scaffolding
(as in Hammerton (2002)).

Examples. There are various examples of systems with single-switch in-
put with scanning. Most of them include the possibility of using another
input device (e.g. a mouse for pointing to the desired choice). They also
include the possibility of changing the waiting time at each step. In some
relevant cases where the number of possible choices is large, such as the
alphabet, the scan-lines are ordered hierarchically, so that the first click
selects a row, and after that a proper column is chosen. This enhances
the usability of a system by reducing the waiting time but it doubles the
clicks needed to make a choice. For sensory disabilities, different modali-
ties offer possible solution as well as enlargening text (e.g. screen magnifier
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systems) or screen readers. Visual output is far more heavily used in learn-
ing systems, so transforming visual output to auditory output is not often
required. However, after the learning systems started to be based on mul-
timedia, even the auditorial information can be crucial in the system.

An example of a system for mental disabilities is the TAPA (Training
with Animated Pedagogical Agents) system (Tebarth et al. 2000, Mohamad
et al. 2002). TAPA is a system to train meta-memory strategies by life-
like agents in the Web. The system has four main training components
for training specific memory strategies, for gaining knowledge about meta-
memory, to improve perception of performance/self-efficacy, and to train
attention and concentration. These training components are embedded into
a story-line where the user has to help a gorilla and a magician to rescue
their friend from the evil Zorgo-Skeleton (Mohamad et al. 2002).

TAPA includes a way to receive motivational information from the user.
A special panel is designed, called fun-o-meter, for the user to input his
or her current level of motivation. The agent tries to verify or falsify the
information with additional questions from the user (Mohamad et al. 2002).

There are actually very few examples of software made for merely special
education. However, the software for regular education can be used for
special education if certain prerequisites are in order. These prerequisites
differ according to the disablement. To name an example, severe motorical
impairments demand single-switch input; dysphasia poses very different
demands. The same applies vice versa, special education software can also
normally be used when teaching according to the regular curriculum.

3.4 Classification of desirable properties in learn-

ing systems

As we have mentioned before, a learning system for special education could
benefit from individual adaptation and openness in the learning domain.
Adaptivity is needed because of the variety of users and their needs, and
openness in the domain partly because of the small markets (no one can pro-
duce profitable one-purpose educational software as Soloway (1998) points
out), and partly to support adaptation to individuals (personal curricula
vary more in special education than in regular education). Moreover, to use
a learning system in a special education setting, the systems should have
support for various disabilities. An example of such support is single-switch
input with scanning choices for motorically disabled users.

We are now ready to present the three dimensions in this classification
(Table 3.1). The individual learning experience dimension (first row) de-
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velops from no individualization to both adaptive and adaptable systems.
Therefore, we can say that there are more uses for a system, when the sys-
tem is farther right on the horizontal axis. The column title Adaptable
means that there are modifications a user/learner can make, run-time or
beforehand, that affect the presentation or the flow of the learning session,
to modify the system to be better suitable for a learner/user. The column
title Adaptive means autonomous adaptation of the presentation of the
learning content or adaptation of the flow of the learning session. The
adaptation is based on the actions of the learner, thus requiring some form
of learner modelling. The column title No individualization means that
the system is neither adaptive nor adaptable, and the column title Adap-
tive and adaptable means that the system has both adaptable properties
and autonomous adaptation.

Adaptation comes in a variety of forms, but meaningful adaptation can
be achieved with different approaches. Therefore, the classification does not
separate how the adaptation is achieved (i.e. are the teaching strategy or
the learner model modifiable, and does the system support problem solving
or help in navigation).

The openness in learning content dimension is presented in the sec-
ond row in Table 3.1. The column title Domain-dependent stands for
case where alterations to the learning content of a system would demand
programming skills (i.e. the user needs the source code for making the al-
terations and the system would have to be re-compiled). The column title
Modifiable within a domain means a slightly more open system, where
material can be altered without tampering with the system around it. In
these cases, the form of the content is well-defined, therefore the alterations
are limited to replacing or adding the content similar to previous instances
of content. The column title Domain-independent stands for a truly
open system, where the content is not fixed by any means, i.e. the whole
content can be replaced by a person not capable of conventional computer
programming. It is a common conception that, to have an honestly sound
pedagogical basis, a system cannot be completely domain-independent but
suitable only for a class of domains (Dooley et al. 1995, Murray 1996b). This
adjustment is made in our classification, too. If a system can be used for
various domains, such as chemistry, mathematics, foreign language learn-
ing, it can be considered domain-independent. The fourth column, and the
most valuable property for a learning system, is domain-independence
with ease of authoring. Ease of authoring means both conceptual and
technical ease for the learning content author. Conceptual ease means that
the model and the way of representing the learning content is not too dif-
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ficult to understand. Technical ease means that the actual generation of
the material does not require, for example, programming skills. Of course,
authoring tools or visual editors help to ease the authoring process.

The third dimension, support for special needs, is represented in the
third row in Table 3.1. The first step into the desirable direction is that the
system does not offer any kind of support for special needs. The next steps
increase the amount of support so that the second column offers support
for one disability, the third column for two disabilities, and the last column
for three disabilities. Disabilities are divided into fairly large categories
for the purpose, namely to motorical, sensory and mental disabilities. It
is common that a system for special education has one or even two types
of disabilities taken into account, mostly visual and motorical disabilities.
Of course, many of the existing systems are conceptually ready to support
single-switch input with scanning, i.e. the interaction between the system
and the learner is such that single-switch input is possible, so they could be
modified to support single-switch input with scanning. Support for mental
disabilities are often tailored to a specific purpose, such as dyslexic children.

It is notable that already the concept of adaptive educational hyperme-
dia could support special needs in particular ways. For example, sensory
deficits can be supported by adaptive presentation, if the adaptation is
widened to the different modalities, colors and font sizes instead of the
traditionally used showing and hiding of extra explanations. Motorical
support can be offered since link anchors are separate and can be scanned
for single-switch input. Mental support could be achieved by limiting vis-
ible links (reducing amount of simultaneous options) or offering different
forms of learning content.

Considering learning systems used at schools today, most of these off-
the-shelf systems are completely domain-dependent and not adaptive. Pol-
ished as they usually are, they are trivial from computer science point-of-
view. However, especially in the field of special education, some of the
modern systems fall under the category domain-dependent but adaptable.
This is because the needs of different users have been acknowledged, and
it has not been too tedious a task to incorporate different preferences for
different users. Examples include adjustable font sizes and scanning speed
for single-switch input. However, the content is not open in these systems.

In software for special education, it is quite normal that the user can,
for example in a program for foreign language learning, modify the system
by inserting additional words into the vocabulary along with their visual
representations and pronunciations. These systems are modifiable within
the domain. In some highly “advanced” systems, the presentation of the
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Modest Desirable 1 Desirable 2 Desirable 3

Indivi-
dual
learning
experi-
ence

No indivi-
dualization,
same ex-
perience for
every user

Adaptable Adaptive Adaptive
and adapt-
able

Open-
ness in
learning
content

Domain-de-
pendent

Modifiable
within the
domain

Domain-in-
dependent

Domain-in-
dependent
and easy
authoring

Sup-
port for
special
needs

No support
for disabili-
ties

Support for
motorical,
sensory
or mental
disability

Support for
two of the
three disabi-
lity catego-
ries

Support for
all three dis-
ability cate-
gories

Table 3.1: Desirable properties of educational software.

learning material can even be adaptable. This is the case with e.g. Math-
PlusToolBox (Gardner & Lundquist 1998), a system to teach mathematical
processes and allowing access for learners with various disabilities. The con-
tent in MathPlusToolBox can be modified but there is no built-in support
for motorical impairments. In the field of special education, very few sys-
tems go further than this in dimensions concerning adaptation and domain
independence. For example, TAPA (Mohamad et al. 2002) has powerful
adaptation but is domain-dependent. The same applies to an intelligent
tutoring system called AnimalWatch, which has been extended to accom-
modate learners with attention problems in the field of mathematics (Eliot
et al. 2001).

In the field of non-disabled education, there are a lot of systems to
employ full domain independence. Actually, after the emergence of World-
Wide Web and easy-to-use authoring tools to author Web-pages, Web-
courses have witnessed tremendous popularity. Normally, Web-based learn-
ing environments do not offer any kind of adaptability, but rudimentary
adaptability can be included into a Web-environment without any effort:
properties of a Web-based system can be adapted with the browser by
changing font sizes and colors. More significant adaptability in a Web-
based learning system can be made by the content author by preparing
different sets of pages for different users. In such a case, a support for
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e.g. screen readers can be incorporated. Also single-switch input could be
supported with a specially designed Web browser. In such cases, these spe-
cial browsers do not normally offer support for the latest extensions to the
Web.

After a paradigm change from ITS to AEH, the popularity of adaptive
and domain-independent systems was evident. It should be noted that
even today, the vast majority of these systems are laboratory prototypes
and not used extensively in real-world settings. Some of them could face
success also on the educational technology market. Regarding our intended
users, there is no support for special needs in these systems; the scope of
research is often higher education in AEH whereas the ITS paradigm is
still very much alive in elementary learning (e.g. Nakano et al. (2002) and
Hammerton (2002)).

The state-of-the-art system in many ways is the Web-based hybrid of an
intelligent tutoring system and an adaptive educational hypermedia ELM-
ART, since it includes autonomous adaptation, interactive problem solving
support and preference-based adaptability. However, even ELM-ART is
domain dependent and it does not have built-in support for special needs.

Support for mental programming. One of the interesting questions is
how do these systems support mental programming. Even if the systems are
domain-independent and adaptive, they do not support special education,
especially supporting mental programming, because curriculum sequencing
or task sequencing does not go into atomic operations, i.e. deep enough, and
because the partitioning of the tasks is not enough and there is a need for
upholding attentiveness. When supporting mental programming, we should
keep in mind that mental programming deficits often occur with motorical
impairments. Therefore, the systems should support or at least should be
able to be modified to support single-switch input. Unfortunately, this is
not the case even in the advanced systems developed.

As a conclusion for the chapter, we can say that there are no systems
that 1) provide individualized learning experiences, 2) can be used in var-
ious domains, and 3) support special needs to the fullest. There is a gap
left in the field to be filled.

In the following chapter, a model and a learning system employing
the model are presented that try to address the issues described in the
classification of desired properties, including ease-of-use for teachers and
other experts to implement learning materials for the system.



Chapter 4

Learning space model

4.1 Definition of learning space

Although the use of computer software in special education is well-
reported, the use of adaptive systems in special education is not common.
Even though standard one-size-fits-all systems have proven to be useful
(Kachelhoffer 1996), special education settings could benefit from an in-
dividualization provided by adaptive learning environments. It has been
said that being able to personalize a system makes the difference whether
people with disabilities can use the system at all (Treviranus 2002). Even
if there is a solution (e.g. in human-computer interaction), it often serves
just one disability group but fails to cater the needs of others (DeMeglio et
al. 2002).

On the other hand, research around adaptive systems for non-disabled
learning has been diverse. Contemporary systems use often adaptive
hypermedia to provide individualized learning. In adaptive hypermedia
(Brusilovsky 1996, Brusilovsky 2001), the presentation of pages is auto-
nomically adapted and the navigation is supported by organizing or an-
notating links. In this chapter, however, we propose a different model to
enable individualized learning sessions. The strength of the model lies in
the domain independence, expressive power, straightforward use and com-
putational simplicity, as well as easily enabled evaluational help for the
teacher. The model is based on organizing the learning material into a vec-
tor space, where every piece of a learning material has a distinct position
in the space. These pieces of learning material are called learning seeds (or
seeds for short) in the model. The seeds can contain various types of learn-
ing material such as texts or multimedia, as well as interactive elements
such as games, simulators, quizzes, exercises, and tests.

A vector space is a mathematical structure that has been used in a
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similar fashion in computer science. An example of usage of vector spaces
in computer science is information retrieval, originally proposed by Salton
et al. (1975). The vector space model has been widely utilized in the field
(see e.g. Gravano et al. (1999)).

The vector-space model for information retrieval has a fundamental
difference compared to the learning space model: the learner does not know
what information to look for. There is also difference with the learning
space model and standard hypermedia structure. The difference is that
there are no direct links between the nodes (seeds) in the model. The seeds
have their position in the space, defined by a vector containing a numerical
parameter for every dimension. Formally, every seed s in learning space S

is located by the corresponding n-dimensional (n ∈
�
) vector, called the

position of s, denoted as

s = (s1, s2, ..., sn),

where si ∈ � .
As a simple example, a learning space consisting of basic arithmetic

might have two dimensions, namely “Addition” and “Subtraction”. In
such a case, the first exercise “1+1” might have a position of (0, 0) along
these dimensions (Fig. 4.1).

The learner is represented by a point in the learning space S at a given
time t, t = 1, 2, 3, .... In other words, the learner’s location s(t) at time t is
indicated by a vector

s(t) = (s1(t), s2(t), ..., sn(t)),

where si(t) ∈ � .
It should be noted that time t does not represent actual time; rather,

time refers to discrete steps on a learner’s path from one seed to another.
To continue the previous example, a learner conducting the arithmetic ex-
ercises could be located in learning space S on a point (0, 0), say, at time
1.

The seeds are thus positioned into the learning space similar to the way
information retrieval entities (documents) are indexed in the vector space.
However, in Salton’s model (Salton et al. 1975), the key issue is to scatter
entities in the space so that they can be retrieved efficiently, whereas the
learning space model addresses guiding the learner to meaningful positions
in the learning space. The guiding from one seed to another is conducted by
assigning different effects for every action in a seed. An action refers to the
choice a learner makes in a given seed s of space S. An action has an effect
for the learner’s position in the learning space. The effect can pertain to 0
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Subtraction

Addition

Figure 4.1: Parameters are used in situating the learning material in the
learning material space. For simplicity, the space is only two-dimensional.

to n dimensions, and the strength of the effect can be arbitrary. Therefore,
a negative effect is also possible. Thus, for every action a within a given
seed s, the effect, or movement, is

δ(s, a) = (δ1(s, a), δ2(s, a), ..., δn(s, a)),

where δi(s, a) ∈ � . For example, an action (in this example, the an-
swer) “2” for assignment “1+1” could be parameterized to have an effect
of δ((0, 0), “2′′) = (+1,+0) at the learner’s position (0, 0) in the learning
space. This means that the effect depends not only on the action, but
also on the position of the seed. In this particular case, the learner is con-
sidered to be ready to proceed one step along the “Addition” dimension
but subtraction skills cannot be evaluated and therefore the effect for the
“Subtraction” dimension is zero.

The action a learner takes within a seed s moves the learner to the
seed that matches the learner’s previous point in the space added with the
effect from the last action a. Therefore, at a given time t + 1, the learner’s
location s(t + 1) in the learning space is

s(t+1) = (si(t)+δi(s(t), a))i=1,...,n = (s1(t)+δ1(s(t), a), ..., sn(t)+δn(s(t), a)),
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or, in practice, the seed closest to the new potential location s(t+1). Thus,
if a learner in the learning space is located at point (0, 0) and makes a choice
with effect (+1,+1), he or she is taken to point (1, 1), as seen in Fig. 4.1.

During a session, the learner’s actions are recorded. Formally, for a
given learner u, the learning process record p(t, u) at a given time t is a
sequence of actions

p(t, u) = (s(1, u), a(1, u), a(2, u), ..., a(t − 1, u), a(t, u)),

where s(1, u) is the location of the first learning seed on learner u’s learning
path and a(h, u) refers to the action learner u performed at time h. This
record of a learner forms the individual path through the learning space.
Therefore, the learner is not modeled as a mere point in the space but as
a trail through the space, including the whole history of his or her learn-
ing process. This recorded trail is a profile of the learner, which can be
represented visually and can be used for evaluational purposes.

A practical addition to the model is not to require that the learning
space is complete, i.e. at least one seed in every point in the space (Fig. 4.2).
This relaxing of rules is necessary, since in reality there are easily “holes”
in the learning space. Therefore, a system using learning space model
should have a method for moving the learner to the nearest position in the
space where there is a seed. Several approaches could be taken to decide
where the learner should go in a case where there are no seeds in the actual
position. Straightforward and conceptually intuitive solution is to calculate
the Euclidian distance from the learner’s position to the seeds close by, and
to take the learner to a seed where the Euclidian distance is the shortest.
That is, the learner u is taken to a seed s, where the Euclidian distance
between the learner profile p and the seed s

Euc(p, s) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(pi − si)2

is the shortest.
An important addition to the learning space model is that every seed

in a learning space can consist of an arbitrary amount of seeds within that
seed, connected to each other with traditional hyperlinks, thus forming
a collection of seeds (Fig. 4.3). This approach is chosen because it adds
simplicity when authoring the learning material, but also because it enables
easy preparation of ready-made sub-problems to original problems that
might be too challenging for the intended users. Supporting subtasking of
problems is in complete harmony with supporting mental programming of
learners.
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Subtraction

Addition

Figure 4.2: An example of a simplified but complete learning space, where
every point has several learning seeds.

Every learning seed should have a position for every dimension used.
However, it is not necessary in the learning space model. For example, if
the dimensions used in the space are “Addition” and “Subtraction”, some
seeds can be defined in the “Subtraction” dimension only. In that case, the
seeds without an explicit location in “Addition” would be represented as
a line covering every point in the “Addition” dimension. This procedure
ensures that a person creating the learning material does not have to assign
irrelevant parameters to the material. For example, if the learning content
for one learning seed is “5+2”, there is no purpose in assigning parameters
in the “Subtraction” dimension to those exercises. In a way, the seed can be
very far and very near at the same time, as seen in Fig. 4.4. Using Euclidian
distance to move to the next point is still a valid method to calculate the
next point.

One additional issue is worth noticing in the learning space model not
being complete. If the author has designed seeds for only some positions of
the dimension, the seeds “fill in” the gap because of the Euclidian distance
technique described above. That is, the seeds next to the gap in the space
are larger in the metric used. Figure 4.5 shows this with an example when
using one-dimensional learning space. When there are no seeds between
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Subtraction

Addition

Figure 4.3: A learning material space with occasional static graphs (some
seeds have absolute links to other seeds).

points 3 and 7, the seeds in those points are enlargened in the sense that
they can be said to fill in the gap operationally, although in reality they
stay in points 3 and 7. If the author later places seeds for points 4, 5 and 6,
the gap vanishes. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the same event for a two-
dimensional space. The seed covering only its actual point is located on the
top-left corner in the visualization; the others are enlargened in a manner
the figure presents. Of course, the same applies in higher dimensions as
well.

The learning space model is completely domain-independent. It means
that the dimensions and their parameters are freely selectable for the per-
son authoring the material in the sense that they can be represented with
arbitrary strings. It is natural to denote the dimensions with meaningful
learning objectives such as “Multiplication skill” rather than abstract ones.
In a typical way of viewing the dimensions, the dimensions of the learning
space can be viewed as learning objectives, and a learner strives to achieve
a higher position in every dimension.

The domain independence of the learning space model allows one to
think the dimensions to be other than learning objectives. For example,
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Learner

Subtraction

Addition

Figure 4.4: An example of a case where one seed is defined only in “Sub-
traction” dimension but not in “Addition” dimension.
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Figure 4.5: Missing learning seeds cause “enlargening” in one-dimensional
learning space.

there can be a game where the learner starts from the origin and loses
“life-points” according to the actions taken, thus dropping into a negative
value-area in the learning space.

In addition, dimensions are not necessarily related to any objective,
but they might indicate some other aspect of the learning process as well,
or only those learner’s properties that a teacher wants to observe. As an
example of a property to observe, we can consider “Motivation”. To enable
the measurement of motivation, every learning seed can contain the button
“I don’t care”. This button is equipped with an effect (relative movement)
to the “Motivation” dimension. But, because none of the actual seeds
is parameterized with a “Motivation” value, choosing “I don’t care” does
not have an effect on the movement of the learner in the learning space.
Instead, it affects only the learner’s profile: every time the learner presses
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Figure 4.6: Missing learning seeds cause “enlargening” in two-dimensional
learning space.

the button, the action is recorded to the learner’s profile, thus enabling one
potential value for the teacher to observe.

It should be emphasized that to operate properly, a learning space
should have more than one dimension. If only one dimension is used, the
functionality of the model is restricted to varying the step-size for every
action. Therefore, multiple dimensions are needed in meaningful learning
spaces.

4.2 Characteristics of the learning space from the

authoring point-of-view

Authoring learning materials has never been trivial, but with the presented
learning space model, the author is confronted with additional challenges
compared to traditional learning material authoring. The learning space
model leaves the responsibility of the learning material completely to the
person authoring the learning seeds and positioning the seeds into the learn-
ing space. Because of the model, there are several properties considering
the process of authoring the learning content that are of major importance:
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What kind of dimensions to use. Although — or because — the
dimensions are freely selectable, the author must define every dimension
used. This ensures domain-independence but makes the dimensions easily
incompatible with each other between the different content authors and
different learning domains.

Positions of the seeds in the learning space. The relative positioning
of the seeds in the space (i.e., the positioning within every dimension) has
to be decided by the learning material author and is far from trivial. The
seeds have to have numerical values for their n dimensions, although seeds
may be defined in only some of their dimensions. This means that in the
model, even a nominal dimension has to correspond to a numerical value.
However, positioning the seeds along the dimensions becomes easier if the
dimensions have been chosen appropriately.

Actions within the seeds. The learning material author is also respon-
sible for defining the actions a learner can make in a given seed. Let us
assume that a seed contains some task for a learner to complete. The
choices presented to the user are either correct or incorrect. In an optimal
case, when the choice is correct, it is correct in a way that it has an effect
in relation to the learning objective. In other words, the choice can be
interpreted to demonstrate a certain skill acquired or knowledge gained.
And vice versa, in a case where the learner chooses an incorrect action,
every incorrect action is incorrect in a distinctive way so that the effect of
that particular action has a certain relation pertaining to the learning ob-
jectives. It should be noted that there can be more than one correct choice
as well as more than one incorrect choice. In a certain type of learning
material such as educational adventures, the choices can all be “correct”
because they describe various ways to cope with the given task.

Effect of every action. As well as the actions, the learning material au-
thor must also define the effect of every action. In many cases, it is not clear
how a choice relates to a certain dimension. To be more precise, even to
know which dimensions an action affects is a difficult issue. The definition
of the effect to every action becomes easier, if the actions themselves are
chosen properly. In practice, to make the authoring of the content easier,
the effects for various actions can be fixed throughout the learning material
to be, for example, +1, 0 or −1 to every appropriate dimension.

Although the material itself is static, the parameterization can be al-
tered manually when feedback from learners is received. This means ad-
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justing the learning space is a process of formative evaluation (Kurhila et
al. 1998).

4.3 Discussion of the schema

When comparing the learning space model to the well-known and tra-
ditional four-component schema of intelligent tutoring systems (Wenger
1987), we can identify the same four concepts in the learning space model,
as well. The domain knowledge equals the contents of the seeds in a learn-
ing space. The pedagogical model corresponds to the dimensions used, the
parameterization of the seeds, and the parameterization of the actions in
the seeds. The student model is the trail (history of every visited seed and
actions taken in them) of every individual learner. The interface model is
the organization of the objects in seeds, since the learning space model does
not pose any restrictions on the learning material.

The domain-independence of the system enables various possibilities.
There can be exercises with right or wrong answers, but there also can be
more adventurous problem solving with e.g. ethical values. An example
of more adventurous problem solving could be to guide a child (or another
living being the learner can relate to) to visit her Grandmother in a coun-
tryside, and there are no right or wrong answers, only different ways to
cope with the problems until the final goal is achieved. Whereas an intelli-
gent tutoring system might make the grandchild to hurry to the Grandma
in the optimal time, with the minimum amount of money consumed, our
system allows the child to observe the path as well, even with wolves along
the route.

The learning space model as proposed in this chapter offers a versatile
environment for which the teacher can relatively easily prepare his or her
own materials, despite of the challenges described in the previous section.
The organization of the material in the learning material space and the
tracking of the actions of the users in the material provide a way to use the
system in a novel manner compared to many existing adaptive hypermedia-
based learning environments: the progress of every learner can be derived
from the use of the system for evaluational purposes.

Today, the trend is to have simple adaptation in a learning environ-
ment. For example, Ketamo’s (2002) work on Adaptive Geometry Game
has shown that technically simple adaptation can improve learning out-
comes, and relatively complex systems, such as Stern’s (2001) iMANIC, do
not show greater outcomes.

Because the model has been developed for special education and es-
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pecially for tackling deficits in mental programming, we have relaxed the
property of learner-driven learning. This is necessary since deficits in men-
tal programming means that too many choices at once can cause difficulties,
so that the amount of simultaneous choices has to be limited. However, the
design of the learning space model allows the learner be in the center of
the learning process and be the active agent. The model has been devel-
oped for special education, but there is an obvious transfer to non-disabled
education, especially in elementary education.

4.4 Learning space model in relation to tutoring

systems

Learner modelling in tutoring systems. Traditional intelligent tu-
toring systems based on cognitive modelling use computational models in
explicating mental mechanisms if the mechanisms cannot be observed di-
rectly from the human behaviour in experiment settings. In addition to
ad hoc models, there are general cognitive architectures that build upon
the idea of a unified theory of cognition (Anderson 1993, Newell 1990).
These simulation models contain a number of properties discovered in ex-
perimental psychological research on various domains and various levels of
human cognition, including memory processes, learning, attention, natural
language processing, problem solving and decision making.

These general cognitive architectures involve strong assumptions about
the properties of various cognitive phenomena and the architecture that
gives rise to these phenomena. Among these assumptions are memory
structures and strategies: the distinction between short-term and long-term
memory and between declarative and procedural memory (Anderson 1993).

There is a general problem if human mental processes are to be realized
in computer software. Since the implementational or extra-theoretical as-
sumptions are not deliberately or purposely involved in the process, their
influence is difficult to analyse, and in some cases, even difficult to de-
tect. The assumptions are incorporated into the model design along an
attempt to facilitate the encoding process, the intelligibility of the system’s
functionality and the interpretation of the system’s behaviour. It demands
interpretation and encoding to transform human cognitive phenomena into
a computer program, and more interpretation when translating a program’s
behaviour into cognitive terms.

The above mentioned problems of computerized cognitive models con-
cern two types of intelligent tutoring systems. The first systems are
those that model the cognitive development of the learner and adjust the
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tasks and direct the learner’s progression according to the model used
(Nwana 1993a, Weber 1996). The latter systems model the optimal prob-
lem solver that initially learns the rule set and acquires needed concepts to
accomplish the goals in restricted problem solving (Anderson 1995).

Systems that do not model the ideal learner (into which the learner is
forced) but adjust the instructions according to the model of the learner’s
abilities involve several theoretical and practical assumptions. There is
a problem in resolving what and how the learner really thinks, even if
the external behaviour may be traced into simple elements. Moreover,
the evidence that complex adaptive problem solving support is any better
than the one consisting of static, pre-made support frames, is arguable
(Brusilovsky & Eklund 1998b).

Normally, in intelligent tutoring systems the learner is considered to
have learnt the desired skills when he or she possesses the same set of pro-
duction rules that the optimal problem solver would use. This method of
tutoring can be seen as authoritative, since the performance of the learner
is evaluated in respect to the optimal production set. It is obvious that
the system does not encourage creative problem solving, because when the
learner’s possible deviations from the optimal solving route are immedi-
ately detected, the learner is assisted back to utilize pre-defined solution
strategies, and to produce strictly determined solution outcomes.

Systems using this kind of model-tracing approach make strong assump-
tions about the acquisition of knowledge and development of complex skills
(Anderson et al. 1990). Especially strong assumptions concern the strate-
gies about how the problems should be solved, what knowledge is used and
how that knowledge is used, as the required competence is formulated as
production rules which are compared to the solution steps taken by the
learner.

Of course, there are models and theories that do not make assumptions
on skills or knowledge types, and do not differentiate e.g. procedural and
declarative memory. One of them is the knowledge space theory (Doignon
& Falmagne 1985, Falmagne et al. 1990), originally proposed for adap-
tive assessment of knowledge but applied to adaptive hypertext and other
adaptive tutoring systems as well (Albert & Hockemeyer 1997, Albert &
Hockemeyer 2002, Dowling et al. 1996).

In knowledge space theory, the knowledge state of an individual equals
to the set of problems an individual is capable of solving. The set of all
knowledge states forms a knowledge space. The problems are presented to
the learner in an adaptive manner, since there are prerequisite relationships
between the problems; prerequisite relationships defines the structure of
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knowledge in a given domain structure (Dowling et al. 1996, Albert &
Hockemeyer 1997). Prerequisite relationships are obtained from domain
experts by a querying procedure (Falmagne et al. 1990, Dowling et al. 1996).

Although there are no logical assumptions in knowledge space theory
as model-tracing tutors, there are several simplifications that affect the
application of the theory. For example, the learning rate is thought to be
constant, and the responses of the learner are either correct or incorrect.

Differences between the learning space model and intelligent tu-
toring systems. There is a reason for many of the decision solutions in
intelligent tutoring systems. Since the tutoring systems have often served as
testbeds for cognitive theories, they also have other than pedagogical aims.
Model-tracing tutoring systems involve higher-level goals to model the tar-
get skills necessary in solving certain problems (e.g. what are the essential
components of knowledge and solution strategies when struggling with a
limited task structure), or more generally, in what way novel knowledge is
constructed upon the existing knowledge.

Systems using the learning space model are different from traditional
intelligent tutoring systems because the model does not make any assump-
tions on the learner’s cognitive skills nor the optimal problem solving strate-
gies. Instead, the learning space model incorporates means to model various
aspects of the user, depending on the learning material author. Therefore,
the whole responsibility for the meaningful and pedagogically sound learn-
ing material authoring lies on a human expert.

The concept of a knowledge space is particularly interesting since it is
closer to the learning space model than the model-tracing tutors. For ex-
ample, the concept of a learning path is present also in the knowlegde space
theory (Falmagne 1993, Albert & Hockemeyer 1997). The knowledge space
theory provides means to test the learner accurately and tries to optimize
the number of questions needed to evaluate the knowledge of the learner
by eliminating redundant questions based on the prerequisite information.
It is of importance that the structuring of the knowledge is successful.

The deepest difference between the learning space model and the know-
ledge space theory is the underlying pedagogical view. In the learning space
model the key issue is to support the learners in their learning processes.
The approach taken in the learning space model is that the learning process
is by no means optimized in terms of time and effort used, so there is no
harm done if the learner takes a detour and is guided to face unexpected
learning experiences. In fact, the learner should go deep to the unexplored
areas that can contain even harsh learning experiences (into a jagged study
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zone, as proposed by Gerdt et al. (2002)). Therefore, it is not necessary
that the knowledge representation is as accurate as possible in the learning
space model.

Differences in cognitive presuppositions. Intelligent tutoring sys-
tems based on a unified cognitive architecture are built upon the assump-
tions of Newell & Simon’s (1972) symbol manipulating paradigm that all
mental activity can be formulated as problem-solving and implemented
in a rule-based system, and the learner is able to state his or her own
goals and sub-goals, and execute some search in restricted problem space.
They presume that the learner possesses an ability for long-span and
goal-oriented behaviour, deliberate decision-making and autonomous self-
evaluation. The systems are practically suitable for instruction in subject
domains with well-defined structure so that the optimal solution path can
be easily constructed, and the solving strategies can be distinctly stated in
a goal-oriented rule-based formalism.

The learning space model contains no theoretical assumptions as to psy-
chological theory, optimal behaviour or necessary competence components,
since the model is aimed at special learners; they cannot be held respon-
sible for their learning in the same way contemporary learning approaches
suggest. They may not be capable of stating their own goals and sub-goals,
they do not have long-span behaviour, deliberate decision-making or ca-
pability for self-evaluation. Therefore, the learning space model enables
the construction of a novel “theory” for each individual learner and for
each type of learning material. The learning space model necessitates the
teacher’s assistance in authoring learning objectives, adaptation parame-
ters and strategies, and monitoring the learner’s progress. Instead of the
acceptance of some well established theory of cognition, the model enables
independent exploration of single, precisely defined cognitive skills for each
individual and for each type of learning material.

The benefit of this procedure is that the teacher does not (necessar-
ily) need to be concerned with the underlying psychological theories and
the presuppositions they hide, but he or she can concentrate on specific
elements of the learner’s yet to be achieved abilities, by only defining di-
mensions along which the learner is carefully guided. These dimensions can
be some general cognitive skills, such as attention or reasoning, or some do-
main specific abilities, such as mental calculation, processing of perceptual
information or natural language comprehension.

Intelligent tutoring systems with strong learner modelling are restricted
to operate only on a narrow subject domain: the learner model constructed
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is hard to generalize to other topics, and the optimal strategies cannot be
used in other domains. The learning space model enables the creation
of freely selectable dimensions and learning material parameterization in-
dividually for each learning space. Therefore, the learning space model
conveniently suits ill-structured problems and badly defined tasks. The de-
scription language for the learning material and the adaptation method do
not limit the functionality and the potential of the system to well-structured
problem domains.

4.5 Description of AHMED

Ahmed is a prototype system to employ the learning space model. There-
fore the system serves an environment for the learners that offers adap-
tation to individual’s learning process and at the same time is domain-
independent. Ahmed is a system only for the learner. The learning envi-
ronment consists of other tools as well, described later in this section. The
logical structure of a learning environment using Ahmed and other tools
is presented in Fig. 4.7.

material
Editor for
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3

4

1    2   3    4

Learners
using AHMED

Teacher’s
console

Learning
material
server

Figure 4.7: The logical structure of a learning environment using Ahmed.

User point-of-view. When the learner starts a learning session with
Ahmed, the first thing is to login. Because of the intended users, single-
switch input with automatic scanning of choices with adaptable step-time is
available throughout the learning session. Therefore, both the login proce-
dure and answering the exercises are designed to function with singleswitch
input. The login procedure is conducted as follows. The learner starting
the session is presented with the pictures of her class. The learner chooses
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a picture representing her (it can be a photo or a drawing). To ensure
that none of the learners chooses the wrong picture and thus an incorrect
profile, the learner has to choose her “secret picture”. This corresponds to
the password. It is also possible to require a sequence of secret pictures
to diminish the probability of logging in with false pretenses. The pictures
are in a single directory, so that it is fairly easy for the teacher to update
the pictures of learners attending her class.

After the login procedure, the learner chooses the desired learning space
from the possible options. If the learner is using the system for the first
time, he or she will start from the point (0, 0). If the learner has used the
system before, he or she will start from the seed presented last.

The user interface of Ahmed consists of four system buttons always
visible on the screen (Fig. 4.8). From left to right, they are Hint, Help,
Stop, and Proceed. The proceed-button (marked “OK”) is pressed when
the feedback from the seed is received and the learner is ready to proceed
to the next seed. The stop-button exits the learning space and takes the
learner back to the login screen. The help-button alerts the teacher with a
fixed message. The hint-button is enabled only if there is a hint(s) authored
to the seed the learner is currently viewing.

Figure 4.8: The user interface in Ahmed presenting an arbitrary learning
seed.

The use of Ahmed differs from some other systems for learning, since
every action the user can make is restricted to be a multiple-choice selection.
Therefore, most of the direct manipulation operations of graphical user
interfaces, such as drag-and-drop, are not possible in Ahmed. This is
a choice made on purpose, since the intended users might be able to use
input devices with only one switch. Apart from this restriction, the learning
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material in Ahmed can be almost anything. This may seem rigid at first,
but in fact every input the user makes in whatever computer system is a
form of a multiple choice, and every computer-constructed world has only
a finite set of states. The real challenge is to allow learners to express
themselves with as few, but relevant, choices as possible.

Description language. The author’s point-of-view to Ahmed is differ-
ent. The author must prepare the learning seeds by using a description
language defined for the purpose. The description language is based on
Extended Markup Language, XML. Compared to e.g. HTML, the descrip-
tion language is significantly more expressive. It includes tags for buttons,
graphics, text areas, and audio clips. Conditioning with an if-then-else

structure enhances functionality and enables various effects for the actions
and different responses or feedback for different actions.

Temporality is an essential feature in the learning space model uti-
lized in Ahmed. Elements in the seeds can have an attribute for duration.
Constructs borrowed from the description language for synchronized multi-
media, SMIL, namely PAR- and SEQ-elements, allow presentation of various
media elements either in parallel or sequentially.

A description of a learning seed consists of three different operative ele-
ments. The two key elements are EX and FEEDBACK. An EX element consists
of the presentation of the learning material (exercise or other content). In
the FEEDBACK element, the actions of a learner are checked. A typical ac-
tion is an answer to a multiple-choice question. Feedback to the learner is
defined in that element. The feedback may require actions from the learner,
or it can be e.g. another exercise.

The description language also allows to prepare different hints to the
learning material. HINT differs from EX and FEEDBACK elements, because it
does not support similar functionality than the two other elements: hints
are meant to be pop-up windows showing text for a certain period of time
without a possibility to an action. If a seed has several hints, they are
shown to the learner in the order specified in the description every time
the learner presses the hint-button. This ensures that an exercise can have
different levels or types of hints built into it.

There are different attributes that are or can be used in conjunction
with the tags. For example, multiple-choice answers can be assigned with
values. These values can be summed up and the progression of a learner
can be affected by those sums. This value adding is used e.g. in an exercise
where a learner has to pay a bus fare by picking up a correct amount of
different coins. Each coin is assigned with a value. If the subset the learner
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chooses has a smaller or greater value than he or she was asked to pick, the
feedback or the next exercise can take this information into account. Thus,
the mechanism results in a more sensitive feedback method.

After a learner has chosen the desired learning space, Ahmed reads in
the positions for the seeds in that learning space. Every seed has a header
that tells the position of the seed. For example, if a heading of an exercise
is

<EEL>

<HEAD title="Exercise1">

<AINFO name="Skill" value="5"/>

<AINFO name="Knowledge" value="4"/>

</HEAD>

...

</EEL>

that exercise is situated in point (5, 4) in a two-dimensional learning mate-
rial space.

The effect of every action is defined using the same AINFO field. For ex-
ample, pressing a button with id “correct” can have AINFO fields as follows,

<IF>

<GET target="correct"/>

</IF>

<THEN>

<AINFO name="Skill" value="+1"/>

<AINFO name="Knowledge" value="+2"/>

</THEN>

has the effect of (+1,+2) in the learner’s position in the space.

If multiple learning spaces have common dimensions, progress made in
one dimension transfers to the next, when the learner starts a learning
session in the next space.

Practical additions. Ordered subsets can also be picked up in a seed
by a singleswitch input with scanning of choices. Still, it is possible for the
learner to correct a misprint before giving the final answer. The ordered
subset is a kind of “stack”, where re-selecting the last choice cancels it.
Allowing correction is important, because misprints in answers are hard to
interpret correctly by a computer. In addition, it can be demotivating for
a learner not to be able to correct an accidental misprint.
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As mentioned in the Section describing the learning space model, there
is a practical need to allow the space to be not complete. Using the Eu-
clidian distance to select the nearest seed was presented to solve the issue.
Another practical addition is used in Ahmed to ensure that the learner does
not stay in the same seed forever1. The Euclidian distance to the nearest
seed is weighted with a coefficient so that the user moves to another seed,
even though the effect of the action suggests that the user should stay in
the same seed. The coefficient C used in weighting the distance in the
current implementation of Ahmed is

C =
A

m(s) + ε
,

where m(s) corresponds to how many other seeds has been presented after
seed s has been presented last time, ε is a small constant to ensure that
there is no division by zero, and A is a constant based on heuristics. Based
on some experimentation, A is set to be 500 in the current implementation.
The distance to the next seed comes from multiplying the distance Euc(u, s)
with the coefficient C; therefore, the next seed presented to the learner
might not be the one with the shortest Euclidian distance.

Other features. Another feature in Ahmed is the possibility of using
learning material servers to store different learning spaces. The learner
chooses the learning space when starting a session. Technically, every space
is a directory. The directory containing the learning space can be situated
in any remote Web server as well as in the local hard drive. This enables
easy networking for the learners and centralized composing of the learning
material.

To exploit the full potential of the schema, the learning material space
should be at least nearly complete, i.e. filled with enough learning seeds,
even more than one seed per position. In practice, this means significant
effort in authoring the learning material. Therefore, centralized learning
material databases are a choice to consider, to make the authoring a col-
laborative and co-operative effort.

To involve the teacher in the learning environment, a console for the
teacher has also been implemented. If one of the learners presses the help
button, a message is sent to the teacher’s computer. One has to keep in
mind that the learners in this learning environment can be severely disabled,

1Of course, there could be a need to present the same seed over and over again, but in
many cases, the learning session would be more meaningful for the learner if the learning
seed is not repeated.
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so that they cannot draw the attention of the teacher by any other means.
The message is merely help, because the schema was designed to be used in
a classroom with a teacher always present. Technically the help functions
properly even if the learning environment is expanded to the whole Internet,
since every help message comes with the IP address of the sender’s machine.

Another tool for the teacher is a system to follow the processes of each
individual learner. The functions supported allow the teacher to:

• view learners logged into the Ahmed environment

• graphically view the progress of a learner for one dimension in a
timeline

• view the progress of a learner in every dimension numerically

• send a seed directly to the learner, thus overriding the seed according
to the learning space model.

Two editors to speed up the authoring of seeds have been implemented
as well. They both support the drag-and-drop principle in constructing
the seeds, offer a view to the description language presentation of the seed.
However, both of them are for constructing individual seeds, so they do not
offer support for organizing (or re-organizing) the space.



Chapter 5

Learning materials for the learning

space model

5.1 Types of learning material suitable for learn-

ing spaces

Domain-independence of the learning space model means that the learning
content is not fixed. However, the learning space model is also expressive
in the sense that the structuring of the learning content has various pos-
sibilities. This chapter reviews how different types of educational material
can be incorporated into the learning space model. The second part of
this chapter discusses how mental programming deficits can be supported
by the learning space model. The chapter is concluded by a section dis-
cussing the possibility of using the learning space model as a test-bed for
neuropsychological assessment.

5.1.1 Frame-based computer-assisted instruction

Although the learning space model is designed to be more than a traditional
frame-based computer-assisted instruction system, it can be used for that
purpose as well. The seeds in a learning space would then act as frames
(Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). Although the content in the seeds can be anything, the
standard use is to expose the learner to the problems to be solved. When
using the learning space model, the problems may be traditional multi-
part, with one seed leading to another with a direct link, or stand-alone, so
that the next seed is presented to the learner according to the operation of
the learning space model. Multi-part problems are such that a collection
of problems form a coherent whole with pre-defined paths between the
problems. This is the case when the person authoring the material wants

55
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to ensure that the order of certain problems is always the same for every
user (as in Fig. 5.1). Stand-alone problems can be used in situations where
the problems do not have references to other problems, since the order of
presenting stand-alone problems can and most likely will be different for
every user, depending on the actions the learner takes in the seeds and the
effects authored to the actions (as in Fig. 5.2). In every learning space,
there can be, of course, both multi-part and stand-alone problems.

Figure 5.1: Standard computer-assisted instruction with a book metaphor,
where every move corresponds to a page turn.

Figure 5.2: Standard computer-assisted instruction in a one-dimensional
learning space, where the step-size varies according to the effect in every
action.

A learning goal in traditional computer-assisted instruction might be
that of dealing with real-world problem solving tasks. For example, often
the most significant asset of special education for a disabled person is to
learn how to handle everyday life. Therefore, we have prepared learning
material with which a person can learn to handle money and public trans-
portation systems. The learner has to pick a right amount of coins to pay
a bus fare, for example.

5.1.2 Educational hypermedia

It is, of course, possible that the seeds in a learning space are linked together
as in traditional hypermedia structure, thus allowing the learner to have
complete control over the navigation (Fig. 5.3). Technically, a traditional
hypermedia structure can be done with the learning space model by linking
the learning seeds directly to other learning seeds. The description language
allows using text or figures as well as other elements to serve as link anchors.
The learning seeds in the learning space can form arbitrary graphs, with
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one or two-way links between the nodes. However, this is not the most
appropriate solution for the targeted learners, since such a degree of freedom
as in standard hypermedia navigation can be an inhibiting factor for persons
with difficulties in mental programming.

If the learning space is constructed as traditional hyperspace, the choices
for navigation can still be assigned with parameters, and those parameters
can be used for other purposes than guiding the learner through the learning
material. For instance, there can be some traceable features of the user that
should be followed. The values are then stored in the user profile.

Figure 5.3: Standard educational hypermedia, where every concept is linked
to some other, starting from a basic concept.

5.1.3 Adaptive educational hypermedia

In some cases, there might be a need for nominal dimensions. There are
ways to use the learning space model for nominal values in dimensions,
even though they are ordinal dimensions by definition. The first, trivial
possibility is to test at some point what the value is for a certain dimension
and fix the dimension to that value. In this case, numerical values can
correspond to some nominal values.

Suppose one wants to have the same learning material as in Figure 5.3
but with presentation variants for different learning styles (as in Kelly &
Tangney (2002)). Possible classes of learners could be learners who are
primarily literate, illiterate but with strong visual skills, or illiterate but
with strong auditorial skills. The same learning material with different
presentations of every seed is prepared for these groups, to be used and
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presented depending on each learner’s profile. The learning space should,
in this case, have a “Learning style” dimension with nominal parameters for
three different values, namely literacy skills, visual skills, and aural skills
(Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: A visualization of educational hypermedia where each learning
seed has three different presentations literate, visually strong or auditorially
strong learners.

However, the example above shows the trivial approach which is not
very usable if one wants to be able to switch from one presentation style
to another more than once. If this is the case in the example above, there
is a risk that adding or subtracing values for the learning style dimension
makes it to correspond wrong nominal value sooner or later. Better use of
nominal parameters is to have binary dimensions for every type of nominal
value, so that the values for each dimension can be adjusted independently.
For example, adaptive presentation described above could be achieved with
three binary dimensions, namely literacy skills, visual skills, and aural skills.
Of course, the dimensions can have more values than two, for example
corresponding values such as “none”, “some”, “good” and “excellent”. The
drawback when using nominal dimensions this way (one dimension for every
nominal value) is that the number of dimensions is easily multiplied, thus
multiplying the amount of seed to be authored. In a case with three binary
dimension, the number of seeds is multiplied by 8. Sometimes it is, of
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course, possible that parts of the learning space can be empty, if there is
no need for seeds in some combination of nominal values.

In practice, the learning space model does not allow adaptive presen-
tation in a way typical in some other adaptive hypermedia systems, where
the presentation is constructed from snippets for every screen. Theoret-
ically, the same functionality is possible, but it would require authoring
of nearly infinite amount of seeds. It is worth noticing that serving the
primary target group does not necessarily require fine-grained adaptation;
what is needed is a way to cater for varying needs, since the abilities vary
hugely from an individual to another, and the clusters of “similar” persons
are small.

To fully exploit the possibilities of the learning space model, there
should not be absolute linking between each learning seed (as in Fig. 5.4).
Adaptive presentation with three binary dimension for presentation de-
scribed above operates properly with relative linking, too. Using the ex-
ample in the previous subsection, we can add three (binary) nominal di-
mensions to the previously mentioned learning space with dimensions for
“Skills” and “Knowledge”. Then, the learning space matches the one pre-
sented in Fig. 5.5.

The preparation of the different representations is more tedious than in
computer-generated adaptive hypermedia systems. However, we postulate
that the adaptive presentation mechanism works better if a human expert
has designed every seed manually. This is due to the potential exceptions
in every meaningful learning material. However, authoring the learning
material could be helped with various semi-automaic tools depending on
the domain.

Adaptive navigation support could be done similarily to adaptive pre-
sentation, but because of the intended users and the learning space model,
there is no real need for navigation support in common adaptive hyperme-
dia systems. Every move in the learning environment is a type of adaptive
navigation support since the user is taken to next meaningful seed. In a
way, the learning space model provides an adaptive NEXT-button for the
most suitable material for the person1. In addition, the whole operation
of the learning space model contradicts the use of standard adaptive nav-
igation support, since taking the user from a seed to another is already a
form of adaptive navigation support. The idea of presenting the most suit-
able material, according to the user profile, is consistent with the idea of

1In a study by Brusilovsky & Eklund (1998a), over 90% of the time learners used
the unannotated NEXT-button and more or less neglected the adaptively annotated
suggestions for recommended links.
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Figure 5.5: A visualization of a learning space where every learning seed has
three binary dimensions for literate, visually strong or auditorially strong
learners.

helping the users’ mental programming, and overrides the completely free
navigation which would bind the user not to act at all and lose the freedom
altogether.

Adaptive hypermedia might be exploited to some extent for the in-
tended users. Possibly, an ideal learning space consists of several fairly lim-
ited separate hyperspaces (with absolute linking), so small that our learners
are not overwhelmed to navigate in them, and at some point the learner
is taken to a neighboring small hyperspace. The next small hyperspace is
chosen in one of the end-nodes of the small hyperspace by the parameters in
the users’ profile. One of the parameters can be a “counter”, which decides
where the learner jumps after reaching the end-node. Thus, the learning
path in the global learning space occurs step by step in local neighborhoods
which can be expanded or narrowed depending on the learner’s orientation.
This is a novel way to think adaptive hypermedia.
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5.1.4 Learning through games

Slowly-paced educational computer games, where the number of states in
a game is limited, can also be constructed with the learning space model.
Inherently suitable types of games for the model are adventures, quizzes or
simulators. Incorporating games into a learning environment can have a
positive impact on the motivation of the learners (see for example Järvinen
(1999) and Turkle (1996)), and using games as a part of an adaptive learning
environment has provided positive results (Carro et al. 2002).

Adventures can be text-based or graphical. The key here is to arrange
the learning seeds as in educational hypermedia or adaptive educational
hypermedia, but create the seeds to contain the information about the
situation of the simulated world. Then the learning seeds represent loca-
tions in an adventure game. The transfers between the adventure locations
should be authored as absolute links to ensure that the world stays co-
herent and does not have unanticipated jumps. Dimensions in the space
and the effect in the multiple-choices in the seeds represent the information
and its change pertaining to the user’s state in the game: the amount of
money, health, “lives” etc. The parameterisation can also be used for other
changing states of the player, for example different items carried by the
player’s character. Of course, building a traditional adventure game this
way is straightforward and uninteresting using the learning space model,
since the movements between seeds are standard absolute links. However,
also relative linking can be exploited in adventure games. Using relative
linking poses different challenges for the author of the game, since the au-
thor cannot predict all the orders the learner is likely to visit the seeds. If
this is the case with the game, the seeds of that game cannot have direct
references in them to other seeds, e.g. how many lives you have or what
has happened previously.

The learning space model does not pose restrictions for using the model
for action games. The restrictions can from the description language used
for describing the learning seeds. However, certain types of action games
are possible since the description language for the seeds includes duration-
attribute. To name an example, there can be a “thing” moving on the
screen (within a single learning seed), and the player’s task is to catch it
by clicking it with a mouse. Technically, this is possible if the thing flying
around is a button to be clicked in a seed. However, introducing this type
of game is in contradiction with our intended learner group: catching a
flying thing with single-switch input and scanning of choices is not an easy
task.

Quizzes are perhaps the best types of game for the model and the de-
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scription language, since it is straightforward to create them – at least
compared to action games – and quizzes can be highly educational because
of their motivational property. One dimension along its parameterisation
can be used in calculating and presenting points acquired, and the open
structuring in learning spaces enables, for example, sub-quizzes where the
learner is transferred if certain events (or a collection of events) have been
triggered.

5.1.5 An example: building a simulator using learning seeds

A collection of learning seeds or the whole learning space can be constructed
to be more than the mere sum of plain CAI frames. An example of such
a learning space is a simple simulator where each state of the simulated
phenomenon forms a seed of its own; together they form a simulator that
can clarify a complex concept.

For the purpose of our users, the simulator should be simplified some-
how because of the learning disabilities caused by deficiencies in mental
programming. Let us say that we are trying to teach the ecosystem in a
restricted environment by having a world with two kinds of animals, rab-
bits and foxes. When there are a lot of rabbits, the foxes have plenty of
food supply, so the number of foxes starts to grow. At some point the
foxes consume more rabbits than the ecosystem can hold. Therefore, the
amount of foxes is bound to diminish, since their food supply is not suffi-
cient. This procedure forms a kind of a balance where the number of foxes
and the number of rabbits are alternating unless a human interferes with
the ecosystem by excessive hunting of the animals.

In the simulator, the user can hunt either one of the animals (decrease
the amount of rabbits or foxes), and just let the time pass. Proceeding from
one time stage to another can be a user-initiated function or self-evolving
step in the learning space model. In a simulator, every state of the simulated
world can be presented in a seed. The problem is that it requires a vast
amount of seeds, even if the simulator is restricted, since the general formula
for the amount of seeds needed in a simulator is x1 ∗ x2 ∗ ... ∗ xn, where n

is the amount of dimensions (the variables in the simulated world), and xi

equals the amount of different states in i dimension. However, if the author
of the simulator wants the system to keep track of a learner’s characteristics
in addition to states in the simulated world to enable individual adaptation
based on the learner’s actions in the simulator, the amount of dimensions
grows even larger.

Our example ecosystem (Fig. 5.6) has different states as follows:
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End1

End2

2,2 4,2 6,2 8,2 10,2

10,18,16,14,12,1

Figure 5.6: A nearly-trivial ecosystem simulator with ten regular states
and two ending states. The numbers in the seeds represent the amount of
rabbits and foxes.

• The amount of rabbits can vary from 2 to 10 with the interval of 2
animals, giving a total of 5 states for rabbits.

• The amount of foxes can vary from 1 to 2 with the interval of 1 animal,
giving a total of 2 states for foxes.

For the sake of clarity, only the time elapsing movements and “game-
ending” movements are presented in Fig. 5.6, and not the links to other
states when hunting the animals. The simulator stops in a situation where
the ecosystem cannot sustain hunting an animal, i.e. when the amount of
that particular animal is at its lowest point (rabbits two, foxes one). The
transitions between the states presented with bold arrows are the transi-
tions if the learner just lets the time pass. In such a case, the ecosystem is in
an eternal loop. Only human interference with the ecosystem (i.e. hunting
the animals) can end the game.

This simple simulator has 5∗2 states in the simulated world. Therefore,
one has to build 10 seeds into a learning space to have such a simulator. The
more realistic the simulator is, the more seeds must be prepared. When it
comes to learning, the example above is not large enough to be feasible in
learning the concept. One can imagine a simulator should have something
like 20 ∗ 50 states so that a learner can have a good grasp of how the world
is evolving. The amount of seeds would in that case be 1,000.

In practice, few thousand seeds in a learning space can still be manage-
able, but there is a limit at some point. Therefore, the learning space model
can only be used in restricted simulators, even though the seeds could be
created with semi-automatic content generators. However, the restrictions
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in simulators are not necessarily problematic. Common wisdom in early
learning is that you should start with a simple phenomenon and remove it
from any unnecessary noise.

5.2 Characteristics of learning material in the

learning space model

Although the typical ways used in everyday educational software can be
exploited with the learning space model, the total domain-independence of
the schema allows variations in learning seeds and in collections of seeds,
regardless of the learning content organization.

• Reflective material has links to the seeds which ask questions such as
“Do you understand?” or, “Do you know what this means?” which
in turn have links to the next appropriate seeds.

• Alternatives in the style of the learning material. The learner can be
forced to stay in a seed until the correct answer is found, by linking
the wrong answers to the same seed, either straight or through a loop
of seeds. Another extreme is that wrong or inadequate answers will
be passed without any notification to the learner.

• Allowing fuzzy input, like “I don’t care”. Since every input is stored
into the user’s profile, this type of fuzzy input can be used by a teacher
or significant other in evaluating extra-curricular learner properties,
such as motivation, after a learning session.

• Non-factual exercises where the line between correct and erroneous
answers is vague. Exercises can contain problems with ethical or
moral values, and the whole learning material can consist of an ad-
venture in an imaginary world.

• Nested seeds can cover more profound learning objectives. Assume
that a seed contains a simple problem to be solved. Thus, a complex
problem can be represented as a sequence or even a tree of simple
problem seeds linked together. This hierarchical structure of seeds
yields a more profound evaluation of learning, compared to using
only one seed. Another use of “sequential” objectives is the analysis
of error types. As a simple example, consider multiplication and
addition. If a learner answers 1 ∗ 1 with 2, it is possible that he or
she confuses 1 ∗ 1 with 1 + 1. By presenting similar exercises the
system provides a way to draw a conclusion that the learner does not
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know how to multiply. From the learning theories’ point of view, one
can also assess learning outcomes as the level of acquired automation.
During the learning process, the learner packages sequences of small
seeds into a combined structure, and the level of mastery can be
estimated as the size of these automated hierarchical structures. For
example, most people do not partition a sum sequence 1 + 2 + 3 into
smaller chunks but consider it as one chunk containing 6.

5.3 Learning material to support brain deficits

The underlying principle behind the learning space model has been serving
people with disabilities and especially deficits in mental programming. In
this section the use of the learning space model in supporting various brain
deficits is presented. The model behind the human brain comes from the
Russian neuropsychologist Luria.

5.3.1 Luria’s model of working brain

In neuropsychology, cognitive process is a term used to refer to those com-
plex activities involved in receiving, processing, maintaining, storing and
using information. Processing of information means individual’s processes
of thinking and drawing conclusions.

The cognitive processes of humans consist of complex functional sys-
tems, which cannot be located to a specific brain area; to produce these
functions, various functional units are needed. A functional unit con-
sists of the areas that act together to produce a certain kind of behavior
(Luria 1973). However, the human brain always works as a whole when
receiving and adapting information, developing directions for how to act,
and controlling the resulting activities (Luria 1979).

Luria’s dynamic localization theory for mental activity defines three
active units that comprise the functional structure of the brain. Each unit
can be shown to have its own share in the organization of the mental activity
of an individual (Luria 1973, Luria 1979). According to Luria, the three
functional units of the brain are 1) a unit for regulating the tone or waking,
2) a unit for obtaining, processing and storing information (from the outside
world), and 3) a unit for programming, regulating and verifying mental
activity. These descriptions are approximations, and the model has been
refined later (see for example (Vilkki 1995, Vilkki 1990, Virsu 1991)).

1st Unit: regulating tone and waking and mental states. The
task of the first functional unit is to maintain an optimal state of alertness
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and awareness in the cortex, i.e., cortical tone. It is up to this unit to
set the brains for action, thereby enabling the wanted mental action. The
adjustment of alertness and awareness is activated by many different new
and important stimuli, both internal and external. Changes in the stimulus
environment produce a reaction that sets up the individual for action. Pur-
poses, plans and goals are typical activation sources for humans (Kuikka
et al. 1991). When the cortical tone weakens, the cortex may reach a state
where weak stimuli cause the same kind of reactions as strong ones. In such
a situation, structured and conscious action is impossible and selective, and
organized thinking becomes random (Luria 1979).

According to Kuikka et al. (1991), disorders in the first functional unit
may influence the exactness of observing stimuli. In such a case, the in-
dividual may misrecognize and misinterpret the stimulus. If the mainte-
nance of attention is disturbed, the individual is not able to carry out
long-term activities that require accuracy. Disorders in attentiveness are
due to problems with regulating the state of alertness (van de Meere 1996).
Attentiveness disorder is one of the most common problems in children’s
neuropsychology. Usually, this means problems with maintaining, directing
and dividing attention.

2nd Unit: receiving, analyzing and storing information. The task
of the second functional unit is to receive, analyze and store information. In
this functional unit, sensory signals from the outer world are analyzed and
synthesized (Luria 1973, Luria 1979). The system of the second functional
unit may be described as modally specific, since information reception, pro-
cessing, and preservation in memory is done in this unit (Luria 1979).

With disorders in the second functional unit, the learner may have
trouble with complex processing and interpretation of information (Luria
1979). In connection with damages to the second functional unit, there may
also be partial disorders in attentivity, where the general state of alertness
remains normal, but the individual finds it difficult to divide his or her
attention on several matters simultaneously. Problems in observation may
also be caused by perception disorders. In case of misperception, it is
difficult for the individual to find critical goals in the field of perception, or
to switch attention to new details. Disorders in the second functional unit
may also cause difficulties in understanding speech (Kuikka et al. 1991).

3rd Unit: programming, regulation and verification of activity.
It is the task of the third functional unit to program, adjust and control all
mental activity (Luria 1979). The structure of the third functional unit is
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multiple and it co-functions closely with the first and second functional unit.
In relation to the first functional unit, the third functional unit regulates
the activation level of the individual. The activity goals and plans of the
individual affect the activation level of the cortex. The third functional unit
also adjusts the information reception and processing areas of the second
functional unit to a suitable level of readiness according to the requirements
of the anticipated task. This unit constantly monitors the realization of
each current activity at every moment. It supervises that the activity is
concurrent with the intention, and corrects it if it is not. The motor areas
of the third functional unit convey the individual’s movement commands.
The premotor area takes care of the fluency of movements. Disorders in this
area cause trouble with voluntary movements. Series of movements may
be clumsy or transferring from one series of movements to another may
be difficult. The frontal lobe is the third functional unit’s area of higher
combination (Kuikka et al. 1991).

Problems with the functions of the third functional unit cause various
disturbances in target-orientation, and difficulties in the adjustment and
fluidity of voluntary movements. The adjustment of personal activation
may also be difficult. Typical features of the activities of an individual
with disorders in the third activity unit are problems with the managing of
cognitive information. The individual may have problems with constructing
the information and planning activity stages. Outlining a new task may also
cause problems, because it is difficult to comprehend the whole out of the
different parts of information. Especially damage to the frontal lobe causes
the individual to have problems with keeping to an intention. A learner
moves too easily from one task to another instead, not necessarily being
able to finish the task independently. An individual suffering from damage
to the frontal lobe has difficulties directing his or her voluntary attention,
since outer impulses may catch the individual’s attention, directing it to
something else than the task at hand. He or she may repeat the same
mistakes, and may have trouble changing behavior patterns once learned
(Kuikka et al. 1991).

5.3.2 Attracting lost attention

Guided by the third functional unit, the first unit regulates the level of
consciousness and alertness (Kuikka et al. 1991). One may attempt to
influence a lowered state of alertness by bringing forth new points of view,
for example, or by encouraging another try. These methods of support can
be incorporated directly into the learning space model by linking inaccurate
answers directly to a seed with a different viewpoint.
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The system should be able to strip every additional visual cue if neces-
sary, because attentiveness may be distracted by inappropriate stimuli. An
especially unnecessary stimulus is an unforeseen movement on the screen.
Also, there should be no more information than necessary if the learner
has severe deficits in the functioning of the first brain unit. This is the
reason why e.g. visual helpers, such as Adele (Rickel & Johnson 1997), are
clearly unusable for learners with this type of brain deficits. The same
reasons apply also to some other support mechanisms, such as social navi-
gation (Munro et al. 1999) and various forms of goal- or case-based learning
(e.g. Schank et al. (1993)).

A child with an attentiveness disorder may be assisted in his or her
self-instructability by e.g. asking the learner to pause before attempting
the task, repeat the task in his own words, planning different methods of
solving it aloud, and foresee the consequences of the planned solution. The
learner may also be taught specific strategies for solving problems, such
as directing the attention to central items aiding in solving the problem,
or teaching strategies for retrieving information from memory (Sandberg
1999). Although it is difficult for a computer to recognize and interpret
whether the learner has, for example, repeated the task in his own words
or planned solutions aloud, such requests can be included into the learning
material because of the domain-independent description language.

To support the functions of the first unit, a system using the learn-
ing space model could employ a “cortical tone support system”, where the
attention of the learner is drawn to the task at hand with rightly-timed
multi-modal cues. This can be done if the learning material is prepared to
have such cues, and there are appropriate dimensions in the learning space
for such modalities. The attention span could then be a dimension in a
learning space. That way, attention span would be an adaptive property.
There is no direct support for upholding the attentiveness with timed sup-
port in the learning space model (but it can be incorporated into Ahmed
by preparing similar seeds with different timed effects and placing them
along one dimension). Timed support was in fact implemented in an ear-
lier prototype version of Ahmed (see Kurhila & Sutinen (1998)), but the
method of implementation was inappropriate: the pop-up window could
easily distract more than help in bringing the attention back to the task
at hand. The area of supporting attentiveness requires more research with
extensive empirical validation before implementing a timed support model.

Because systems build upon the learning space model are likely to be
used in a switched-on classroom with a teacher or some other support per-
sonnel present, another complicating issue for timed support rises. The
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situation in a classroom can be such that the teacher is explaining some-
thing to the class and the learners are not allowed to proceed with their
computer-supported learning. Therefore, the interpretation of the time
elapsed is difficult for a computer. Has the learner stopped functioning, or
is he just waiting for the teacher’s instructions? And if the learner is just
slow, the “over-anxious” computer offering a parade of multi-modal cues
gives a learner a feeling of being underestimated and lack of control.

5.3.3 Offering appropriate modalities

The second functional unit is responsible for reception, analysis and storage
of the information. It includes visual, auditory and general sensory regions
(Luria 1973). This unit is best supported by offering multiple represen-
tations with different modalities in the learning material, and adapting to
the learner’s needs autonomously according to the learner profile (i.e., the
learner’s individual history).

For example, the learning material can have alternative presentations
by the use of a nominal dimensions for presentation style, as described in
subection 5.1.3.

Since disorders in the second functional unit may also cause difficulties
in understanding speech, it is important that the learning material does
not rely solely on the speech modality. Since too much information in a
seed for “just in case” is not necessarily a desirable property, the material
for different modalities and mixtures of modalities should be prepared for
every learning space.

5.3.4 Supporting the mental programming

The third unit ensures that a human not only passively reacts to incoming
information, but creates intentions, forms plans and programs, inspects
performance, regulates behavior and verifies conscious activity. The last
task refers to the feedback mechanism: the learner compares the effects of
his or her actions with respect to the original intentions and corrects the
mistakes. Since mental programming is controlled by the third unit, the
learning space model has been designed to support it more explicitly than
other functional units.

The methodological solutions in the learning space model are made to
particularly suit learners with mental programming deficits. In this section,
we discuss the kind of material, which supports mental programming while
enjoying a learning session in the learning environment. The goal is not
to rehabilitate the deficits in mental programming, but to educate despite
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the deficits in mental programming. The general guideline to enable this
is formulated by Vilkki (1995): “If the conditions of the task are flexible
enough, it is possible to compensate disturbed operations with preserved
ones by using effective [mental] programming.”

The support for mental programming in the learning space model op-
erates with two separate methods: 1) the possibility to partition a single
task into subtasks, and 2) guidance of a learner into the area of the learn-
ing space where the appropriate support material for mental programming
exists. These can be called in-seed and in-space support, respectively. The
in-seed support is built locally within individual learning seeds (or rather
collection of seeds), whereas the more comprehensive in-space support is
based on the organization of the whole learning space and proper use of
learning space dimensions.

In-seed support: Partitioning the tasks. The learning seeds contain-
ing a task supporting mental programming should be such that every task
can be partitioned into simpler subtasks. The point of this subtasking is
to find such a set of subtasks that an individual learner can do the task
bottom-up from the subtasks. Because of the choices made in the learning
space model, the partition must be made beforehand by the person au-
thoring the content. While authoring the material seems laborious, it is
the only way to guarantee that the tasks remain pedagogically sound and
meaningful. However, in some well-defined domains such as arithmetic it
is possible to help authoring by semi-automatic editors.

The partitioning should be made hierarchical, so that the subtasks can
be further partitioned into finer subtasks, if needed. The simplest tasks
should be such that every learner has enough operational resources to com-
plete them.

To illustrate the concept of subtasking, we use a simple example domain,
elementary arithmetic. If the learner has to evaluate a sum expression

3 + 2 + 1 + 0,

the first step of subtasking can be

3 + 2.

If the learner can accomplish the subtask, the next step in subtasking can
be

5 + 1

and the next after that
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3+2+1

6+05+13+2

5+1+0

3+2+1+0

Figure 5.7: A visualization of subtasking, where the task is partitioned
after the first wrong answer to the final partitioning.

3+2+1

6+05+13+2

5+1+0

3+2+1+0

Figure 5.8: A visualization of subtasking, where the task is partitioned to
the next level of hierarchy after the first wrong answer.

6 + 0.

This partitioning is equal to the visualization in Fig. 5.7. However, the
subtasking can be done by another procedure. The example above imme-
diately goes to the smallest partitioning (to the bottom of the partitioning
tree in Fig. 5.7), in other words to 3 + 2. Another method would be to
partition the expression 3 + 2 + 1 + 0 first to 3 + 2 + 1, and after that (if
the learner does not answer correctly) to the smallest possible partitioning
(Fig. 5.8).

In figures 5.7 and 5.8, where the subtasking goes to the final level of
partitioning, it stays there until the execution of the task. In some cases, it
may be beneficial for the learner if the learner is allowed to try the “more
difficult” level of partitioning after the initial wrong answer. Figure 5.9
visualizes such a case, where the learner is raised to the previous level of
partitioning after visiting the final level, and figure 5.10 visualizes a case
where the learner is presented with an upper-level partitioning after every
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3+2+1

6+05+13+2

5+1+0

3+2+1+0

Figure 5.9: A visualization of subtasking, where the task is partitioned first
to the final level, then raised to the previous level above.

3+2+1

6+05+13+2

5+1+0

3+2+1+0

Figure 5.10: A visualization of subtasking, where the task is first partitioned
to the final level, then a raise to the previous upper level is tried between
each attempt on the final-level subtasks.

attempt on the final-level partitioning.

As we have seen in figures 5.7–5.10, the partitionings can be different
with the same learning seed contents, since the seed contents can be the
same, and only the linking is different. This helps the preparation of vari-
ous partitionings. The partitionings presented in figures 5.7–5.10 all start
subtasking the task from the beginning. However, there are no obstacles
to starting the partitioning from the end, or even from the middle.

It should be noted that it would be easy to partition the tasks presented
above automatically, but if the material is e.g. how to respect modern art,
we need handcrafted partitionings.

Regardless of the partitioning styles, one issue remains: how can the
learning space model adapt to various learners and their different needs in
finding the best partitioning for them? The method is to use binary dimen-
sions for subtasking-style such as “Straight-to-final-level” and “One-step-
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smaller” to represent the most suitable partitioning method for a specific
learner. And, in a case where the first-chosen partitioning was not suitable,
the next task can be partitioned differently.

To ensure that the adaptation works properly when creating the learn-
ing material into a learning space, the parameters and their values have to
be consistent and accurate throughout the material. However, the person
creating the material can choose these parameters according to the nature
of the learning material. It is essential that each potential choice is thought
through, so that the learner’s selections give as much information as possi-
ble. For every error type, the learner can be taken to a different partition
from the original task. This can be useful, but it requires careful planning
of the input possibilities allowed for the learner when a person is authoring
the learning material. However, it is clear that manually constructed help-
ing paths may contain much more sophistication than an automatically
generated one (as in Carro et al. (1999)). One possible approach is de-
scribed in the next chapter, where Matinaut learning space was empirically
evaluated in a classroom setting.

An important issue concerning the material supportive for deficits in
mental programming is that because the need for partitioning the tasks
into smaller subtasks exists, the original tasks chosen for the learning envi-
ronment should be such that they can be partitioned. Fortunately, in many
domains, this is automatically true. In any case, the subtasking needed will
be different for different learners. Therefore, the subtasking should have
various forms. However, the final stage of subtasking is to have the deepest
partitioning possible, i.e. subtasking to atomic operations.

In some cases, the atomic operations for a task can be the same, al-
though the previous partitionings are clearly different. The structuring of
the learning material description language also supports cases of this kind,
alleviating the task of preparing some partitionings. Figure 5.11 presents
a visualization of such partitioning, where the original tasks (top-level) are
different in some aspect because their positioning in the learning space is
different in dimension C.

The creation of the learning seeds with various partitionings to enable
optimal subtasking is tedious, regardless of the alleviations pointed out
above. In a case where the domain is somewhat restricted and reasonably
well-defined, it would be possible to have the partitioning made automati-
cally, as well as the concatenation of the atomic operations to new unseen
operations.
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A:10
B:10
C:0

A:10
B:10
C:10

Final subtasking with
common atomic operations

Different subtasking

Different instance
of a certain task

Figure 5.11: A visualization of two different learning seeds containing ulti-
mately the same set of atomic operations.

In-space support: Guiding the learning process. The other way to
support mental programming with the learning space model is to guide or
steer the learner towards the area in the learning space where the seeds
contain support for mental programming. This requires the use of the
learning space dimensions in a slightly different manner, compared to using
them as learning objectives or learning goals.

In a standard case, when using the dimensions as learning objectives,
the learner strives toward a learning objective along that dimension. The
better he or she performs in that dimension, the closer he or she is to the
learning goals, thus indicating better performance on that particular learn-
ing objective. The objective can be e.g. multiplication, and the indication
of the better performance in multiplication corresponds to the number of
the correct answers to the exercises. In this case, the amount of correct an-
swers can be combined with some other factor, such as the level of difficulty,
to represent the learning objective better.

However, the dimensions can have a different use to the standard ap-
proach above. The dimension can indicate an area in which the learner
needs support, and not a learning goal. This is the case especially in situ-
ations where the skills needed cannot be acquired completely by exposure
to a learning environment. An example of such a situation is a lack of
skills in spatial orientation. Deficits in spatial orientation often occur with
ischaemic attack (Kuikka et al. 1991). When a deficit in spatial orientation
is noticed (by presenting appropriate learning material), the learner can be
moved along the dimension of “Spatial orientation” to an area, where the
seeds (the tasks) do not require spatial orientation or there is additional
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support for spatial orientation built into the material.

There is also one additional way to support mental programming, not
directly linked to guiding the learner in the appropriate area in the learning
space. With empirical testing, it has become evident that in everyday life,
the motives and values of an individual are in close relation to one’s mental
programming (Vilkki 1995). Therefore, it is important that the material
a learner is exposed to is motivational. This is best acquired with values
a learner can share, and possibly with characters or events a learner can
relate to.

5.4 Testing the learners’ cognitive abilities

One of the potential uses of the learning space model can be the assessment
of a learner’s cognitive skills in order to further design appropriate learning
material. Long-span monitoring of the learner’s development in different
atomic and composite skills is possible, and a system using the learning
space model can be used as an experimental aid in cognitive psychology or
neuropsychology. The responsibility of interpreting the data produced by
the use of the system and drawing conclusions is left to the person that
has authored the learning or testing material. The learner model system
produces (i.e. learner’s trail in the learning space) is not based on any
cognitive theory, neither does the system itself introduce any biases to the
information that it provides. Furthermore, data can be collected during a
long time span, so accidental slips committed by the learner or occasional
defects in attentiveness do not affect the assessment results.

When using the learning space model, the assessment of cognitive func-
tions and sub-functions can be done the way the tests are normally con-
ducted, but without the distractions caused by the assessor’s personal char-
acteristics or other stressful factors present in ordinary psychological exper-
iment situations. For example, subjects usually strive to perform better if
they know that they are monitored and particular information of their per-
formance is gathered for evaluation. The use of the learning space model
enables data collection for study purposes as it provides a natural environ-
ment that is not prejudiced by artificial experiment settings and unneces-
sary cognitive load induced by extraordinary circumstances.

Especially, one hindrance of using typical learning software in assessing
is that they often lack the possibility of guiding the tests according to
the assessor’s hypothesis. It is a standard procedure in neuropsychology
first to make an orientation test, form a hypothesis, and conduct a deeper
test based on the hypothesis (Korkman 1997). The learning space model
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provides the possibility to choose tests according to the learner’s responses.
In a way, the guidance is not based on the last response but the learner’s
whole history. The approach when using the learning space model for
testing can thus be similar to the computer-adaptive testing paradigm (see
e.g. Gouli et al. (2002) and Huang (1996)), where the test is stopped as
soon as a sufficient conclusion can be drawn.

The learning space model enables a standardized test to be transferred
into it, but in order to exploit the full potential of the model, one can
develop completely novel test paradigms. Apparently, a slight drawback
of novel test material is that it requires a significant amount of knowledge
concerning cognitive functions in addition to the possibilities of learning
space model to harness the full potential to assessment.

When testing children’s cognitive functions and sub-functions, we can
limit testing only to attentiveness and mental programming which are con-
cepts commonly used in neuropsychology. Other cognitive components or
more complex skills and properties that can be assessed with the learn-
ing space model include memory span, attention span, spatial orientation,
conceptualization of time, facilities in natural language comprehension, dif-
ficulties in processing semantic and syntactic information both visually and
auditorily. An example of using the learning space model for testing cogni-
tive abilities is presented in the next chapter, where two of the skills needed
for learning arithmetic have been tested empirically in a special education
setting.



Chapter 6

Empirical studies

6.1 About the studies

It is well-known that a model such as the learning space model can only
be validated through real-life use with actual users. Moreover, conducting
empirical evaluations for learning systems is acknowledged to be labour-
intensive (Stern 2001), which has been noted as a reason for rare evalu-
ations (Brusilovsky & Eklund 1998b). In addition, empirical evaluations
for models such as the learning space model have two distinctive parts:
preparing the learning material and organizing the test setting. These rea-
sons explain why only two small-scale empirical studies were possible to
carry out to evaluate the functionality and potential of the learning space
model in the context of this thesis.

The empirical evaluations presented in this chapter do not try to claim
or validate that the learning space model is superior to some other models
for similar purpose. The evaluations try to show that the scheme behind the
model operates as designed. The role of the learning material is crucial in
the learning space model, so the potential of the model cannot be validated
by individual learning spaces; validation can only come through a long-term
usage in varying contexts with a multitude of real learners.

Testing cognitive abilities with learners in a special school. The
first empirical study was to test cognitive abilities. Deficiencies in mental
programming were not tested explicitly in the empirical evaluation, because
it was not feasible to arrange suitable test subjects. The learning space in
the study was deliberaly very simple, and the idea behind the study was
to compare the trails through the learning space to the neuropsychologi-
cal evaluations of the learners to see if the learning space model could be
employed in quick testing of some abilities for non-professional purposes.

77
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The trails of the testees were not compared to each other. Therefore, the
hypothesis is that the trails do not contradict the actual neuropsychological
tests carried out in the school.

Support for partitioning the problems was not implemented in the test
space, because the aim was to evaluate, not train or educate. The study
was carried out in a special school with four main subjects. Such a small
number of subjects suggests that the results have to be considered only
indicative and validates more the operation of the model than the value of
it.

The contents for the learning space used in the first empirical study were
designed by consulting special teachers and neuropsychologists. The mate-
rial was tested briefly with several learners in a special school to validate
the decisions in presentation and actions taken in the learning seeds and
the organization of the seeds into the space, before suitable test subjects
(testees) were sought out.

Learning addition algorithm in elementary education. The second
empirical study concentrated on elementary arithmetic. The aim was to
teach and to rehearse the addition algorithm for learners in the second
grade. The constructed learning space also offered support when needed.
Two classes using the system were non-disabled elementary education.

Evaluating the effect on learning outcomes caused by the learning space
model would be flaky at best, since the learning space model is not some-
thing that can be switched on or off for study and control groups. Even
if the adaptation mechanism can be switched off for the control group,
the results might not be valid since the “static” version is not designed to
the best possible way, as de Bra (2000) points out. Therefore, the eval-
uation of the operation of the learning space model has to be based on
some theoretical framework. Vygotsky’s (1978) theory on zone of proximal
development (ZPD) offers a suitable framework. The hypothesis for the
second evaluation on the operation of the model is that the learners should
progress rapidly to their ZPD, and after that, their progress is slowed but
not stopped completely because of the seeds containing teaching material
in the learning space constructed for the purpose.

The contents for the learning space used in the second empirical study
were designed and authored in co-operation with two researchers from
the area of teacher education, specializing in elementary and mathemat-
ics/science education. Two distinctive tests were organized in separate
schools, but only the second test run gave usable results, since the learning
space design in the first trial contained significant flaws.
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The two studies, even put together, do not reflect the true potential
of the model. Therefore, to exploit the potential of the model, collabora-
tive efforts with teams including expertise on several disciplines would be
needed. The possibility to use centralized learning material servers and a
ready-to-use description language with learning seed editors can help in this
aspect. One clear benefit of the learning space model, as the results show,
lies within the useful evaluational help the teacher or the experts assessing
the learning processes can derive from the use of the system.

Learning space model for the material authors. The third chapter
described ease-of-use as a desirable quality in a learning system. The learn-
ing space model was designed to be used by non-expert authors, such as
teachers interested in authoring material for the system but not equipped
with e.g. programming skills. Therefore, a simple evaluation of the learning
space model from the authors’ point-of-view was conducted. The evalua-
tion concentrated on the model itself, not the description language used
in the prototype system or the editors for designing individual seeds. The
hypothesis for the third study is that potential authors understand the
model without problems, and can author seeds into a common learning
space (i.e. the position of the seeds and the effect of actions do not differ
substantially).

6.2 Test space for number word sequence skills

The organisation of the material to the learning space and the tracking of
the actions of the users in the material provide a way to use the system in
a novel manner: the progress of every learner can be derived from the use
of the system for evaluational purposes.

In this following sections, we briefly describe the collection of test mate-
rial for evaluating two of the components concerning basic skills for learning
arithmetics in the context of special education. The evaluation was carried
out empirically in a special school with four learners with cerebral palsy.
The test results derived from the system are then reflected againts the
standard neuropsychological tests for the learners.

6.2.1 Study setting

Description of the test material. The functionality of the learning
space model was tested empirically by constructing a learning space for
evaluating two of the key components for number word sequence skills for
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children with cerebral palsy. Number word sequence skills are prerquisites
skills for elementary arithmetic. For simplicity, we call the constructed
learning space the test space from here on.

Although the authoring of a learning space is technically relatively easy
using the description language designed for the purpose, the real challenge
lies in the conceptual design of the space. The challenge is amplified by the
freedom for the learning material author. As stated earlier, there are no
restrictions for what kind of dimensions to use, what the positions of the
seeds in the learning space are, what the actions within the seeds are and
what the effect of every action is.

The test space was deliberately designed to be small and simple to make
the evaluation of the use of the learning space model more straightforward.
Only two dimensions were chosen for the test space and the size of the
space was only 25 seeds (Fig. 6.1). The dimensions had a certain “metric”
and were enumerative, i.e., there was a clear order for the seeds in both
dimensions.

Although number word sequence skills are said to include at least four
sub-skills (Kinnunen et al. 1994), only two of them were chosen to be in-
cluded in the test space. The sub-skills chosen to be dimensions in the test
space were “The capability of the working memory” and “Step-size for enu-
meration”. In the scope of this study, working memory means the group of
systems associated to the short-term memory functions (Baddeley 1997).
The capability is essential in many cognitive functions, such as reasoning,
learning and comprehending. The step-size for enumeration means the ca-
pability of enumerating strings of numbers forward in different step-sizes,
for example 1,2,3,4,... or 1,3,5,7,... where the step-sizes are 1 and 2, re-
spectively. Using these dimensions for the test space has two benefits: they
are easily ordered along the dimensions, and they are independent of each
other. Independence means that they can be arranged so that the space is
complete, i.e. there is a seed in every point of the space.

To the testees, the task to be completed in every test question had the
same pattern. The testee had to memorize the instruction and pick the
right number of visual objects from the presented ones. The instructions
were written at the top of the screen, and each instruction was only shown
for a fixed time.

The first and the easiest test question is shown in Fig. 6.2. The text at
the top of the screen says “Pick three balls”. The text on the button below
the objects says “Ready”, and should be pressed after the testee thinks he
or she has the right answer. The value for the dimension “step-size” is 1,
since there are only single elements (group size is 1) on the screen. The
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Figure 6.1: The test space. Starting point is at (1,1) and the most demand-
ing test question is at (5,5).

value for the dimension “working memory” is also 1, since there is only one
thing to remember (the amount to pick, “3”).

Figure 6.2: What the testee sees on the screen. The easiest test question:
“Pick three balls”.

Figure 6.3 shows the most demanding test question (i.e. the one in
the upper right-hand corner of the test space in Fig. 6.1.). The task is
to pick four balls and six blue squares. There are balls and squares of
various colours, and grouped visually in various groups. The value for the
dimension “step-size” is 5, since the grouping has group-sizes up to five.
The value for the dimension “working memory” is also 5, since there are
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five things to remember (the two amounts, “4” and “6”, the two shapes,
“balls” and “squares”, and one colour, “blue”)1.

Figure 6.3: What the testee sees on the screen. The most difficult test
question: “Pick four balls and six blue squares”.

The effect of every answer in the test questions followed a particular
pattern. If there was an error regarding the number of objects picked by the
testee, the error was considered to be caused by an error in step-size. If the
error was with picking up wrong colors or shapes, the error was considered
to be caused by an error regarding the working memory dimension. Figure
6.4 shows the effect of every action in all possible answers.

Because the author of the material has the freedom to choose the effect
for every action, two types of effects were tried out. The “optimistic” test
space never lowers the values for the dimensions (position of the testee
in the test space never moves down or left in Fig. 6.1), even in a case
where there is an error regarding both of the dimensions. In a case where
there is an error regarding only one of the dimensions, the value for the
other dimension is raised (the upper effects presented in Fig. 6.4). The
“pessimistic” test space raises the values only when the answer is correct
regarding both the dimensions, and lowers the value in case of an error for
one or two dimensions, as presented in Fig. 6.4 by using bold typeface.

Descriptions of the testees. All the testees are motorically disabled
and use wheelchairs. They have cerebral palsy and they are all male. The

1It should be noted that even though the value for the dimension is five, it does not
mean that the test question equals the five memory chunks commonly used in neuropsy-
chology. The test question, however, demands more working memory capability than
the most simple one, therefore the ordering of the test questions along the dimension is
possible.
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Figure 6.4: All the possible answers and their corresponding effects to the
dimensions. The effects presented with normal typeface are for “optimistic”
test space and the effects presented with bold are for “pessimistic” test
space.

description of every testee (below) considers the aspects that are relevant
to the use of the test space. The descriptions are based on personal neu-
ropsychological evaluations conducted by a professional neuropsychological
tester, but they are abridged and simplified for the purpose. The neuropsy-
chological tests have been carried out during the testees’ school years, and
the most recent test results dates back to January 2002.

Testee 1 has significant difficulties in gazing; the gaze “drops” easily and
starts again arbitrarily. This leads to difficulties in reading, when the testee
has difficulties in staying on the line and return to the most recent point
after the gaze drop. The testee also has deficits in mental programming.
However, the testee does not have difficulties in perception. The testee also
has learning difficulties and difficulties concerning memory. The testee’s
working memory is volatile to outside impulses, but the size of the auditive
working memory is up to six units forward.

Testee 2 has difficulties in reasoning when given oral or written instruc-
tions and vocabulary is limited. Visual reasoning is difficult and failing to
complete a task is especially hard. The testee can concentrate for a long
period of time. Auditive working memory is a size of five units forward.
Visuo-spatial perception is difficult, especially finding the essential in vi-
sual exercises. The testee understands oral assignments and is capable of
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remembering given instructions.

Testee 3 has learning difficulties but learns best via the auditive channel.
Using gaze is also difficult. Thinking is impulsive. As in learning, associa-
tions help also when memorizing. The testee has difficulties in arithmetic
exercises and in logical reasoning, e.g. has not been able to learn multi-
plication tables or more complex addition (e.g. when two additives form
round numbers as in 23+77). Instructions and things learned are easily
forgotten. The testee is motivated and tries hard to succeed.

Testee 4 has difficulties in attentiveness. The use of language is good
but processing language is difficult (i.e. to take instructions, memorize, and
recall). The testee gets tired easily. Visual ability suffers from persevering:
the gaze can be “stuck” to a point. The concepts of time and numbers
have been difficult. The most notable difficulties concern perception and
mathematical abilites. Numbers “rotate” easily and comparing the size of
numbers is also difficult.

Test setting. In every session, there were two testers present and the
testee. One tester stayed with the testee by the computer, and the other
tester stayed silent in the background taking notes. If the testee had trouble
reading the instructions, the tester by the computer read the instructions
out loud once. If the testee had difficulties using the mouse, different input
devices were used, including a track ball and a single-switch input device. If
it proved to be too time-consuming to find a usable input device, the tester
used the mouse to pick the objects according to the instructions given by
the testee. The testees were free to quit at any point.

The tests were carried out twice for each testee to find out the effect
of different input devices and the different test spaces (“optimistic” and
“pessimistic” test spaces). Other than that, the test setting was exactly the
same. There was roughly a month between the first and the second round
of tests. On both round of tests, the learners started from the origin. Since
the test spaces were not designed to teach but to test cognitive abilities, the
fact that the testees were already exposed to the test space a month earlier
should not affect on how far the testees progress along the dimensions,
especially when the tested qualities are abstract. Observations during the
test supported the view that the previous test round did not help them in
achieving better results but helped the testees in orienting themselves to
the test situation.
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6.2.2 Test results

The results from using the test space are shown visually in Fig. 6.5. The
upper row (‘A’) presents the first round of tests and the lower row (‘B’)
presents the second round of tests. A black rounded rectangle represents a
test question with a correct answer from the testee to both of the dimen-
sions or for just one dimension. A patterned rounded rectangle represents
an answer which was wrong for both of the dimensions. Empty rounded
rectangles are test questions that were not visited by the testee.
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Figure 6.5: Figure of trails of the testees.

The test space was organized so that if a testee answers all the presented
test questions correctly, the testee traverses along the diagonal from the
point (1,1) to the point (5,5) and answers only to five questions altogether.
If the testee cannot answer correctly, he will diverge from the diagonal.
The interesting issue to watch is to which part, upper (stronger in working
memory) or lower (stronger in step-size), the testee will diverge.

After conducting both the test rounds and observing the test situations
and the results, the most valid tests are considered to be 1B, 2A, 3B and
4A. Tests 1A and 3A used the pessimistic test space, which seemed to be
too punitative. The testee in 2B was tired and demotivated whe he realized
that the test appeared to be like it was the first time. Tests 4A and 4B
were both observed to be successful, and the similar results support the
observation.

Testee 1: The first round of tests was conducted using the pessimistic
test space. The instructions were read once to the testee and the choices
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were made according to the instructions given by the testee. At the end of
the test, the testee complained about the monotony of the questions. On
the second test round, optimistic test space was used and the testee used a
single-switch input device. This time the testee was able to progress better,
since the test space was less punitive. For both the tests, the testee was
showing more progress to the working memory dimension.

The testee has relatively strong working memory, which was shown also
in the test result. Diagnosed learning difficulties and deficits in mental
programming imply the step-size dimension should be less strong, which
was the case in the tests. The risk of outside impulses in the test space
was eliminated, and no movement or other attention-grabbing effect was
used. The difficulties in gaze are hard for a computer to interpret unless
some extra hardware is harnessed to the system. Gazing difficulties could
well affect the test results, and the effect is not easily separated from the
results.

Testee 2: At the beginning of the first test round, the testee stated
that “it is very hard to read from the screen” but had no trouble seeing
the objects or reading the instructions when they were short enough. For
more complex test questions, the instruction was read to the testee. The
testee was highly motivated to succeed and was tired after the test. On the
second test round, the testee was not motivated since the test appeared to
be the same. The testee was not happy with any of the input devices, so
the tester used the mouse according to the instructions given by the testee.
When comparing the two test results (both with optimistic test spaces),
it was clearly shown that the second time the testee was not as motivated
anymore. The testee still went on answering the questions but was willing
to quit sooner when the questions became more difficult. The result from
the first test showed very good capabilities for the test. Testee 2 is the only
one not biased towards the working memory dimension. Testee 2 was the
only one to reach the final question of the test.

Working memory is relatively strong compared to mathematical ability.
Therefore, it is no surprise that the testee went up the working memory
dimension before proceeding to the step-size dimension in the test space.
The testee’s difficulties in visuo-spatial reasoning did not pose too many
problems, since there was no need to find the essential in the test ques-
tions; everything was essential. The possibility to measure time and include
elapsed time in the test result could help in evaluating the persistance of
the testee in this particular type of tests, but it is not included here2.

2If e.g. a teacher is conducting this kind of tests in the classroom, he or she can observe
elapsed time with other means and subtract possible extracurricular delays.
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Challenging tasks, such as tests where the subject has to memorize
something, should be motivating in some sense. If the subject is not mo-
tivated, the results might get significantly worse. This was clearly seen in
testee 2’s efforts, when the second round was much shorter than the first
attempt.

Testee 3: The first test was conducted using the pessimistic test space.
The progress was not as smooth as during the second test round when
optimistic test space was used. The early mistake in point (2, 2) during the
second test was an involuntary mistake caused by the deficiencies with the
accuracy of single-switch input and scanning of choices. As is the case with
testee 1, the results for testee 3 tend to be more emphasized on the working
memory dimension. The instructions were read out loud by the tester.

Learning difficulties and difficulties in mathematical ability suggest that
the working memory dimension should be stronger with the testee 3. High
motivation to succeed is visible in the test results. The result from standard
neuropsychological tests, “association helps memorizing”, is not tested in
this space. However, it could be included in the test space easily by pre-
senting associations if the first answer was not correct. The same applies to
channels and modalities; whether the testee learns best via auditive channel
was not tested but would easily be tested.

Testee 4: The optimistic test space was used for both of the tests,
and the trails are much the same. The stronger dimension is clearly the
dimension for the working memory. The first test round for testee 4 is
exactly the same as the second test round for testee 1. The instructions
for both test rounds were read out loud, and for the second test round, the
testee used a single-switch input device.

The test result for testee 4 was fairly good, so there was no support
for the difficulties in processing the language and take instructions. Also,
observations in the testing situation did not show these difficulties. Num-
bers and mathematical ability are diagnosed to be problematic for testee 4,
and the step-size dimension was weaker in the result. Number rotation and
problems with size comparison were not tested, but they could be tested
with appropriate material. Unfortunately, working memory capability was
not tested with traditional methods, so comparing the test space results in
this aspect is impossible.

6.2.3 About the results

It is clearly not an easy task to design a learning space for testing cognitive
abilities, since it is inherently difficult task as a domain per se. That is why
it is advisable to take the test results with a grain of salt.
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Clearly, dimension for step-size can be interpreted as a dimension for
mathematical ability, as step-size is too fine-grained an ability in neuropsy-
chological testing. Given that, the results from the test space are generally
in line with the results of the standard neuropsychological tests. This, in
turn, suggests that the test space was not completely erroneous in testing
the qualities described above, and, moreover, the learning space model can
be used in preparing rudimentary tests for at least some cognitive qualities.
Considering a different point-of-view, the question whether standard neu-
ropsychological testing can benefit from the use of learning space model is a
more difficult one. First of all, there were no radical differencies in the test
results. This was not surprising; even though the testees were individuals,
they all possessed common qualities in the areas tested. The test showed
that the testees are all capable of performing task involving stress on work-
ing memory; they possessed the concept of small mathematical quantities
and were capable of picking the right number of objects from the given set,
if the number to be remembered does not grow too high. Observations in
the testing situation suggested that the mathematical dimension felt harder
for the testees than the memory dimension. One possible reason might be a
question priority: the testees started working on the exercises by trying to
memorize the task, and only after that they started searching for the cor-
rect objects. This bias towards working memory dimension was also seen in
the trails. More importantly, the observation showed that the dimensions
are not completely independent from each other. Memorizing is difficult
when you have to add groups of various sizes, and adding is difficult when
you have to memorize the details given for the task.

Yet another issue in the test space is that it was assumed that the
dimensions are (approximately) homogenous. The dimensions used in the
test space are likely to be non-homogenous. In reality the learning spaces
are rarely homogeneous in terms of similar metrics for every dimension. For
example, the test space had apparently an enumerative working memory
dimension, but is there a direct mapping from the memory units to memory
units on the screen, since different variables (shape, colour, location on the
screen) were used for the same purpose in the working memory dimension?
And, is the metric for the step-size dimension comparable to the working
memory dimension (a step in step-size is the same level of achievement
as a step in working memory)? Moreover, what was the effect of Gestalt
principles for grouping in the test: what is the effect of proximity of objects
on the screen, what is the effect of using colors or shapes? How this effect
is to be measured, and how will the difficulties in visuo-spatial reasoning
affect to these principles? In thisstudy, no effort was made to evaluate
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these effects. However, when the learning space is used for giving additional
information rapidly and not a basis for some critical evaluation, the use of a
test space can bring benefits by giving comparable guidelines for a teacher.

6.3 Learning space for the addition algorithm

6.3.1 Study setting

Description of the test material. In addition to the test space pre-
sented in the previous section, the functionality of the learning space model
was also tested empirically by constructing a learning space for arithmetic
addition. The learning space for the experiment is called Matinaut. The
Matinaut material consisted of drilling material presenting addition exer-
cises (Fig. 6.6). An exercise screen presents an exercise and two columns
for multiple-choice answers. The learner is requested to select the answer
from the first column if he or she has used the addition algorithm to solve
the exercise. The second column is to be used if the answer was achieved
by mental computation (as seen on the left in Fig. 6.6).

In case of two erroneous answers to an exercise, there were general
teaching material called “videos” shown to learners. A video presented
appropriate steps to solve a similar type of exercise using the addition
algorithm (Fig. 6.7) without using the same numbers than in exercises.
The videos used animations and speech to explain the steps in detail.

Figure 6.6: The learner’s view to the learning material: an exercise
with multiple-choice answers. Column titles are Addition algorithm
(“Allekkain”) and Mental computation (“Päässä”).
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Figure 6.7: A still picture of a “video” (general solving procedure to an
exercise type) is presented.

Authoring a learning space is technically easy using the description
language designed for the purpose, but there are conceptual difficulties
caused by the freedom for the learning material author. As stated earlier,
there are at least four kinds of questions to be answered: What kind of
dimensions to use, what the positions of the seeds in the learning space
are, what the actions within the seeds are, and what the effect of every
action is.

The first issue to consider is to break the learning topic into meaning-
ful dimensions. For addition exercises, several possibilities exist, but the
Matinaut learning space was chosen to include three dimensions, namely
“Number field”, “Mental computation” and “Addition algorithm”. “Num-
ber field” was divided into five discrete steps: numbers between 0 and 10,
10 and 20, 20 and 100, 100 and 1000, and 1000+. The corresponding di-
mension values were 0, 30, 70, 90, and 100. “Mental computation” was
also divided into different categories, namely “Addition with no compos-
ing, bigger number first”, “Addition with no composing, smaller number
first”, “Adding to 10/100/10003”, “Adding a ten or tens”, “Addition with
composing for ones”, “Addition with composing for tens”, “Addition with
composing for hundreds or thousands”, and “More than one addition with
composing”. The corresponding dimension values for “Mental computa-
tion” were 0, 10, 20, 30, 70, 80, 90 and 100. “Addition algorithm” was
divided into seven categories: “No reason for addition algorithm”, “no

3The numbers to add give an answer of 10, 100 or 1000, such as 7+3, 40+60 etc.
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carry-over”, “one carry-over”, “more than one carry-over”, “carry-over to
the empty unit (such as 911+200)”, “carry-over bigger than 1”, and “more
than one carry-over, zero to tens or hundreds slot”. The corresponding
dimension values were -1, 10, 40, 50, 70, 90 and 100.

Examples of the position (0, 0, 0) are 2+1 and 4+2. Examples from a
position of (70, 70, 40) are 29+32 and 48+24, because the Number field is
from 20 to 100, there is a need for addition with composing for ones, and
when using the addition algorithm, there is a need for one carry-over. Every
possible position of the learning space had several exercises, and there were
a total of 347 different exercises authored into the space.

It should be noted that the Matinaut space was not complete, i.e. the
space had several “holes” since the dimensions chosen are not independent
of each other. In other words, many locations in the space do not have
seeds, since an exercise cannot fulfil the requirements for every dimension.
For example, there cannot be a seed in a point (0, 0, 40) since an exercise
cannot have a number field between 0 and 10 and have carry-over. The
space not being complete does not affect the functionality of Ahmed, but
it means that the movement from one point to another can be a “jump”
even though the values for the learner’s position would indicate only a small
step. Figure 6.8 shows the actual positions of the seeds for the Matinaut
learning space. Dark rectangles mark the positions where there are seeds
and white rectangles mark the “holes” in the space. The three dimensions
are shown pairwise.

The learning material author is also responsible for defining the ac-
tions a learner can make in a given seed as well as the effect of the action.
Considering the Matinaut space, in the case of a correct answer by mental
computation, the effect was (+4,+2,+0) to dimensions Number field, Men-
tal computation, and Addition algorithm. In the case of a correct answer
by addition algorithm, the effect was (+4,+0,+2). The learner progresses
more rapidly on the Number field dimension to ensure that the learner does
not have to stay with too easy problems too long.

All the erroneous answers for the multiple-choices were generated ac-
cording to the known error types for both mental computation and addition
algorithm. The errors for every exercise are straightforward to produce au-
tomatically. If the number of generated errors based on the known error
types was less than 20 (the number of multiple choices was fixed to 20, see
Fig. 6.6), the rest of the errors were produced by a random generator.

In the case of a wrong answer by mental computation with a choice that
had an error-type generated error, the effect was (+0,−1,+0) to dimensions
Number field, Mental computation, and Addition algorithm. In the case of
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Figure 6.8: The three-dimensional learning space for the Matinaut test is
shown with two dimensions at a time.

a wrong answer by mental computation with a choice that had a randomly
generated error, the effect was (−1,−1,+0).

In the case of a wrong answer by addition algorith with a choice that
had an error-type generated error, the effect was (+0,+0,−1) to dimensions
Number field, Mental computation, and Addition algorithm. In the case of
a wrong answer by addition algorithm with a choice that had a randomly
generated error, the effect was (−1,+0,−1). The effect on the values for
the dimensions for every answer is illustrated in Figure 6.9.

Apart from the guidelines presented above, some erroneous answers had
slightly different effects based on the authors expert opinion. This approach
is in line with the expected use of the learning space model; more variation
in the effects means more possibilities for individual learning paths.

A single point in the Matinut learning space contained several different
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Figure 6.9: The effects of possible actions for the values for every dimension.

exercises of the same type. In addition, every one of the seeds actually
contained a chain of seeds. The rationale behind this was that it should
be possible to try the same exercise after an error. After a second error,
a video for general solving practice was to be presented. After the video,
the same exercise can be tried once more. The effects on the values for the
dimensions are the same as above for every time an exercise in the exercise
chain is answered, except after the video the last trial of an exercise will
not lower the values.

There are admittedly many possible ways to construct a learning space
for addition. The approach taken in this experiment is partly based
on the existing knowledge about the error-types and difficulty order of
tasks included in mental computation and addition algorithm (Grinstein
& Lipsey 2001), and partly based on hands-on experiences of teaching ele-
mentary arithmetics.

The testees. Two classes of learners (N=41) at the age of 7 and 8 in
an elementary school were chosen to be testees and were exposed to the
system. Everyone in the class attended the tests. The testees were free
to use the system during their spare time and during mathematics classes.
There were only three computers in each class so there was competetion in
who could have access to the system. The log files from the system were
gathered after two weeks, during which time the learners started to learn
the addition algorithm as a part of their curriculum.
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The hypothesis. The expected result was that the learners should
progress rapidly to their skill level and after that the progress is slow un-
less the testees have some outside help (the teacher, the videos) to learn
new things. In other words, the learners were assumed to achieve their
zone of proximal development (ZPD) (Vygotsky 1978) and after that their
progress is slowed but not stopped because they have the teacher teaching
the addition algorithm and the videos showing different methods of solving
the exercises. In other words, the learners are in their zone of instructional
interaction as defined by Murray & Arroyo (2002), where the learning ma-
terial presented to the learners is neither too difficult nor too easy.

6.3.2 Test results

The evaluation was carried out without a control group and the testees
and their test results were not compared to the average. The focus of the
evaluation was to see the individual trails left by the testees and find out if
the trails alone can give any valuable information. In a way, the question
is to evaluate the learning space schema by evaluating an instance of a
learning space in a real-world setting.

The data was gathered after two weeks of using the system. Some of the
testees were still observed to be enthusiastic after two weeks, e.g. competing
about who has the access to the system during the spare time on a lunch
break.

Figures 6.10 to 6.15 show a collection of trails of various learners. The
trails are individual trails chosen to represent different categories of the
progress expressed by the testees. It should be noted that the individual
scores should not be compared against each other since the learners spent
different amounts of time working with the system.

The trails in Figures 6.10 to 6.15 do not visualize the trails from a
seed to another but the points gathered for each dimension. The points
gathered are more informative for this purpose compared to the example
of visualizing the trails between the actual seeds presented in the previous
section. In the Figures from 6.10 to 6.15, values for the x-axis indicate the
exercises tried, and the values for the y-axis indicate the points gathered.
In addition, the solid lines indicate progress in Number field, the dashed
lines indicate progress in Mental computation, and the dotted lines indicate
progress in Addition algorithm.

The testee presented in the first diagram in Fig. 6.10 has reached her
level on the mental computation dimension just before the 30th exercise.
After not progressing for a while, the testee has moved from using mental
computation to addition algorithm and ended up in her zone of proximal
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Figure 6.10: The progress along three dimensions for Testee 1.
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Figure 6.11: The progress along three dimensions for Testee 2.

The testee presented in the second diagram in Fig. 6.11 has not used
mental computation at all. The progress has been slow but nearly con-
stant. She has not reached her ZPD, but she has tried only less than forty
exercises.

The testee presented in the third diagram in Fig. 6.12 has apparently
reached his ZPD even though he has used both the mental computation
and the addition algorithm.

The testee presented in the fourth diagram in Fig. 6.13 has reached her
ZPD with mental computation after 50 exercises, and switched to using the
addition algorithm at the very end. After the switch, her progress boosted.
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Figure 6.12: The progress along three dimensions for Testee 3.
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Figure 6.13: The progress along three dimensions for Testee 4.

The testee presented in the fifth diagram in Fig. 6.14 has reached her
ZPD with mental computation but has not started to use the addition
algorithm even though she has not progressed for the last 25 exercises.

The testee presented in the last diagram in Fig. 6.15 has used only
addition algorithm and has progressed rapidly (virtually error-free and over
100 exercises completed).

The effect of videos. The seeds were organized in the Matinaut space so
that after two wrong answers to an exercise, a video presenting the general
solving method for that particular exercise was shown to the testee. An
interesting issue to study is whether presenting the videos have any effect
on the correctness of the answers. As anticipated, the effect of videos was
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Figure 6.14: The progress along three dimensions for Testee 5.
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Figure 6.15: The progress along three dimensions for Testee 6.

not remarkable. The video was shown 357 times, and after watching the
video, the correct answer was given 95 times (27%). Although the videos
were informative and included animations and speech for the solving of the
exercise, they did not demand any interactivity and there was no direct
reward for watching the video (since the video did not show an answer to
that particular exercise). Also the observations in the classroom suggested
only a small effect for videos, since in some cases when a video appeared
after two wrong answers, the testee was not paying attention to the video.

However, interviews with the testees in the classroom indicated that
some learners can indeed benefit from the videos if they possess metacogni-
tive skills to understand the connection between the general solving start-
egy for the exercise and the actual exercise. When studying the effect of
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the videos individually, several testees showed much clearer effect than the
average: 57% correct answers after a shown video (4/7), 50% (4/8), 40%
(8/20), and 38% (5/13). In contrast, there were also several zero effects:
0/10, 0/10, 0/4, and 0/3 among others.

6.3.3 About the results

The results supported the hypothesis: the learners reached their ZPD, and
progressed slowly after that. The trails of each individual learner give rise
to another added value of the system and the learning space schema, that
the teacher (the tutor or the evaluator) can instantly see by a glimpse at
the visualizations which routes the learners have traversed and what kind of
progress they have presented. It would be possible to make the information
visible also for the learners for self-evaluation but in this version of the
system it has not been implemented.

Although the material for the Matinaut learning space had to be au-
thored beforehand, various generators and semi-automatic editors were
used to speed up the authoring. The learning space schema enables adding
seeds to an existing space directly. The teacher can add seeds without
making any connections to seeds authored earlier: setting the position of a
seed for each dimension is sufficient.

6.4 Evaluating the learning space model with po-

tential material authors

One of the aspects in adaptive learning systems is how easy it is for a learn-
ing material author to produce learning material for the system. As is often
the case, the material itself is relatively easy to author with appropriate
editors. The problematic issue is the knowledge representation; how to in-
clude a semantic model or some other necessary structure for the material
so that it can be used adaptively.

This section presents a study where a group of potential authors for the
learning space model were asked to position various seeds into the space,
and to define effects for various actions a learner can take in the seed.
In other words, the study concentrated on the in-space authoring process
rather than the in-seed authoring process.

6.4.1 Study setting

As mentioned earlier, there are four major responsibilities for the learning
material author: what dimensions to use, how to position the seeds along
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those dimensions, actions in the seeds and the effect of every possible action.
Only two of these responsibilities were chosen to be evaluated in this study,
namely how to position the seeds into the space and the effect of every
action. Defining dimensions for a learning space was not chosen to be
evaluated, since it can be considered as a higher order skill; dimensions
should be chosen by those who are truly comfortable with the model and
with the domain in question. On the other hand, every teacher interested
in authoring material for the model should be able to prepare material
after the dimensions are fixed. This would enable collaborative authoring
of learning seeds, thus easing the burden of preparing thousands of seeds
for individual authors.

The other quality of seeds tested in this study was the effect of the
actions. The actions themselves are not interesting in this context, since
arbitrary actions are hard to compare. What is more interesting is the
logic behind the possible actions. In this study, the actions were chosen
according to certain logic concerning error types.

Ten students (called test subjects from here on) studying to become
teachers in an elementary school with emphasis in mathematics teaching
took part in the test. Nine out of ten test subjects were female. The test
subjects were explained that they should give a value for each example
exercise in respect of four learning objectives. It should be noted that
the subjects were not asked to position the seeds into the four-dimensional
space. Instead, they were asked to think each dimension individually as a
learning objective and give an exercise a value in relation to the particular
learning objective.

The four learning objectives (dimensions) given were addition, mul-
tiplication, calculation order and mathematical problem solving.
These dimensions were used both for the study of position of the seeds and
for study of the effect of the actions.

Position of the seeds. A collection of eight seeds as arithmetic exercises
was to be positioned in the space. These eight exercises were:

• 3 + 2

• 2 ∗ 3

• 2 ∗ (3 + 2)

• 2 ∗ (3 + (2 ∗ 3))

• 2 + (3 ∗ (2 + 3))
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• (2 + 3) ∗ (2 + 2)

• Verbal 1: Carl steals two apples from a tree. Lisa gives Carl three
apples more. How many apples does Carl have?

• Verbal 2: Carl steals a lot of apples. First Carl steals two apples.
After that, Carl goes to steal two times. On both times, he steals
three apples more. How many apples has Carl stolen altogether?

The test subjects were advised that they can base their positioning on
four aspects: 1) magnitude of the result of the exercise, 2) number of terms
in the exercise, 3) number of parenthese of the exercise, and 4) nested
parenthese. In a case where the value cannot be assigned to a particular
dimension, the subjects were instructed to put in a dash (–), and if the
subject did not have an opinion about the value, the value should be left
empty.

Effect of the actions. The second part of the study included two seeds
with pre-defined actions, i.e. exercises with multiple-choice answers. These
two exercises were:

• (2 ∗ (3 + 2)) with possible answers of

8
10
12
something else

• 2 ∗ 3 with possible answers of

5
6
something else.

The test subjects were asked to assign an effect of −1, 0, or +1 according
to the effect of the answer in respect to the learning objective. In case of
not being able to assign a value for the effect, the value was to be left
empty.

The logic behind the erroneous multiple-choice answers was as follows.
In the first exercise, the answer 8 indicates that the learner has not paid
attention to the calculation order but multiplied first and added after. The
answer 12 can suggest that the learner has made an error in interpreting
addition as multiplication. In the second exercise, the answer 5 suggest that
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the learner has made an error in interpreting multiplication as addition.
This logic was told explicitly to the test subjects. Including the time to
instruct the task, the test subjects took 15 to 20 minutes to complete the
task.

Expected results. For the positioning of the seeds, it is expected that
the values for addition, multiplication and calculation order dimensions are
easier to assign than the more vague mathematical problem-solving dimen-
sion. Moreover, the verbal exercises are thought to be harder to assign than
numerical exercises. Although it is easy to transform (these) verbal exer-
cises to numerical ones, it requires different skills from the learners than
standard numerical exercises.

For the effects of the actions, it is similarly expected that it is easier
to assign effects for addition, multiplication and calculation order than to
mathematical problem solving. It is also expected that it is easier to assign
unified effects for correct answers than for incorrect ones. Moreover, it is
easier to assign unified effects for an incorrect answer if the error-type can
be traced from the answer, and the error-type has an easy-to-see relation
to the dimensions used in the learning space.

6.4.2 Test results

Position of the seeds. The results of the study for positioning the seeds
are gathered in Table 6.1. Because the test subjects were asked to consider
each dimension individually as a learning objective, we can examine the
similarity of individual positions without a need to use vector similarity
measures. The position averages are presented along with the standard
deviation. Since there is no one right answer for the positions, we will
concentrate on how much the positions alternate; the smaller the standard
deviation is, the greater is the similarity between the mental images of the
learning space within the test subject group.

The test subjects were allowed to use their own scale for the positions,
although a scale from 1 to 10 was encouraged. Every student started from
1, but only few of them used a scale from 1 to 10. To calculate the average
for every seed, the values from the test subjects were scaled to a range
between 1 and 10, and rounded to a nearest whole number.

In several cases, the test subjects used a dash to indicate that the value
cannot be assigned for some dimension. For example, most of the test
subjects (8/10) indicated that the multiplication values for the exercise
3 + 2 as well as for the first verbal exercise (“2 + 3”) cannot be assigned.
Five out of ten test subjects thought that these two cases were the only
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Addi-
tion

Multi-
plica-
tion

Calcu-
lation
order

Prob-
lem
solving

3+2 1.8
(0.79)

1.0 (n/a) 1.5
(0.76)

1.7
(0.87)

2x3 4.0
(1.26)

1,7
(0.82)

1,6
(0.73)

2,3
(1.41)

2x(3+2) 4,6
(1.84)

3,9
(1.37)

4,0
(1.25)

3,9
(1.76)

2x(3+(2x3)) 8,2
(2.15)

8,0
(1.33)

7,9
(1.52)

5,4
(2.01)

2+(3x(2+3)) 8,6
(2.46)

5,9
(2.42)

8,3
(1.89)

5,4
(2.01)

(2+3)x(2+2) 5,6
(2.63)

6,0
(1.83)

5,9
(2.18)

5,0
(1.50)

Verbal 1 4,4
(1.58)

1,0
(0.00)

2,2
(1.79)

4,1
(2.60)

Verbal 2 7,9
(1.73)

5,4
(1.90)

5,4
(2.32)

7,3
(2.75)

Table 6.1: Average positions of the seeds with standard deviation in paren-
thesis.

ones that cannot be assigned. One test subject interpreted the dimensions
so that the numerical exercises do not have a position in mathematical
problem solving dimension; the only two exercises that could be assigned
for mathematical problem solving dimension were the two verbal exercises
for this test subject.

In total, only one value for dimensions was left empty (one test subject
left the value for the addition dimension in exercise 2 ∗ 3 empty) indicat-
ing that in most cases it is a possible to assign a value for the dimension.
This suggests that the dimensions chosen for this purpose are suitable and
independent. Moreover, the results suggest that model itself was easily
understood by potential authors with no prior experience on explicit know-
ledge representation for learning materials.

As mentioned earlier, it was expected that the straightforward dimen-
sions, namely addition and multiplication, would have the smallest devia-
tion. This was not the case, however. The deviations within the dimensions
were roughly similar.
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Effect of the actions. Table 6.2 shows the averages of the effects for
answers in the exercise (2 ∗ (3 + 2)).

(2*(3+2)) Addi-
tion

Multi-
plica-
tion

Calcu-
lation
order

Prob-
lem
solving

8 0.4
(0.84)

0.6
(0.70)

-1.0
(0.00)

-0.4
(0.53)

10 1.0
(0.00)

1.0
(0.00)

1.0
(0.00)

0.9
(0.33)

12 -0.7
(0.48)

0.6
(0.88)

-0.6
(0.70)

-0.4
(0.53)

else -0.6
(0.52)

-0.6
(0.52)

-0.5
(0.53)

-0.4
(0.53)

Table 6.2: Average effects of the actions for the seed with standard devia-
tion in parenthesis.

As expected, the “easiest” action to define the effect is the correct an-
swer; the effects for incorrect answers vary hugely. The random erroneous
answer (“something else”) appeared to be difficult to define for two of the
test subjects, so they left it blank. One test subject left the effect for the
mathematical problem solving dimension undefined. Two out of ten test
subjects used only +1 and −1 effects, and no zero effects. No test subject
used the dash to imply that the effect cannot be defined.

Table 6.3 shows the averages for the effects for answers for the exercise
2 ∗ 3.

2*3 Addi-
tion

Multi-
plica-
tion

Calcu-
lation
order

Prob-
lem
solving

5 -0.1
(0.88)

-0.8
(0.42)

0.1
(0.57)

-0.5
(0.53)

6 0.3
(0.48)

1.0
(0.00)

0.4
(0.52)

0.8
(0.46)

else -0.3
(0.50)

-0.7
(0.50)

-0.1
(0.33)

-0.3
(0.49)

Table 6.3: Average effects of the actions for the seed with standard devia-
tion in parenthesis.
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Somewhat surprisingly the correct answer did not appear to be easily
defined for the test subjects, and the values given deviated as much as with
the incorrect answers (except the effect for multiplication dimension). The
most notable observations from the test subjects’ point-of-view seem to be
1) uncertainty if multiplication involves addition, 2) does simple multipli-
cation involve calculation order skills, and 3) does simple multiplication
involve mathematical problem solving. If the learning spaces need to be
unified, these kind of questions must be answered explicitly beforehand
when instructing the authors to prepare the material for a learning space.

6.4.3 About the results

The variation between the vectors was more than expected thus making
authoring of a single learning space with distinct authors not reliable. On
the positive side the learning space model itself is simple grasp, especially in
a case where the space is considered one dimension at a time and dimensions
are thought as learning objectives. There were significant deviation in the
positions and in the effects assigned, but every test subject understood the
model without difficulties.

The deviation among the test subjects in the study proved to be so
significant that it is not advisable to have separate authors create seeds for
the same learning space, or to use completely or partially same dimensions
in different learning spaces. The deviation is remarkable even though the
tested population was relatively small and homogeneous (i.e. age, gender
and study history). This result is not surprising; similar results have been
reported for same type of joint knowledge representation, e.g. in building
knowledge spaces by querying separate experts (Dowling & Hockemeyer
2000).

Different authors for one learning space need harmonization of some
sort. One way to harmonize the positions and effects used is to prepare qual-
itative explanations for different values so that the values are unambiguous.
An example of a qualitative explanation could be as follows: “value is 1
for the addition dimension if the result is less or equal to five and there
are only two numbers to add”. Naturally, the same applies to defining the
effects of actions.



Chapter 7

Learning spaces as vector spaces

7.1 Aspects of the concept of the learning space

Designing a platform for a learning environment benefits from a model-
theoretic analysis of an appropriate space. In the case where the learning
environment adaptively supports the learners to traverse through the learn-
ing space (and the seeds in it), the environment should be designed in a
way that makes full use of the properties of the underlying mathematical
structure. The learning space can be interpreted as a vector space or a
more general metric space, with respective consequences on its semantic
interpretation, potential functionality, and feasibility. The need for a ro-
bust model for an adaptive learning environment is apparent. Self (1995)
lists several reasons for formalisations of any scientific endeavour and as
such, adaptive educational systems. One of the reasons in the list states:

“An analytical study of a component of AI-ED [artificial in-
telligence in education] systems can lead to precise statements
about the power and shortcomings of that component and en-
able comparative studies of various proposed implementations
of that component. Thus, formal tools may help us manage the
complexity of AI-ED systems.”

Following the guidelines presented by Self (1995), the learning space
model can also be further discussed towards the formalisation of the con-
cept. For the discussion, we classify learning spaces to be 1) homogeneous
and 2) heterogeneous. In homogenous learning spaces, all dimensions are
graded with the same domain. That is, one step in a dimension is computa-
tionally equal to a step in some other dimension. In heterogeneous learning
spaces, two or more dimensions are graded with different domains.
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7.1.1 Basic definitions

Here we recall briefly the main concepts regarding vector spaces. We will
consider only vector spaces over the real numbers.

Let V be a non empty set. The elements of V are called vectors, and
the real numbers are called scalars in this context. V is a vector space over
the real numbers, if it satisfies the two following conditions:

1. There exists an operation called vector addition, denoted as +, and
a vector 0 ∈ V, such that (V,+, 0) is an abelian group. That is, V
is closed under +, and + is associative, commutative, with 0 as the
neutral element, and every vector in V has an inverse with respect to
+.

2. There exists an operation called multiplication by a scalar, denoted
as ·, such that for all reals α, β, and for all vectors V1, V2 in V:

1) α · V1 ∈ V;

2) V1 · α = α · V1;

3) α · (V1 + V2) = α · V1 + α · V2;

4) (α + β) · V1 = α · V1 + β · V1;

5) α · (β · V1) = (α · β) · V1;

6) 0 · V1 = 0;

7) 1 · V1 = V1.

Let V, V1, . . . , Vk ∈ V, and let α1, . . . , αk ∈
�
. The vector V = α1 · V1 +

. . . +αk · Vk is said to be obtained as a linear combination from the vectors
V1, . . . , Vk. The vectors V1, . . . , Vk are linearly independent if V = 0 (i.e.,
the vector V is the null vector), only when αi = 0, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Otherwise, the vectors V1, . . . , Vk are linearly dependent (i.e., when the null
vector can be obtained as a linear combination of them, with some scalar
αi being non zero).

The vector space V has dimension k if there exists vectors V1, . . . , Vk ∈
V, such that for every vector V ∈ V, there exists scalars α1, . . . , αk, such
that V = α1 · V1 + . . . + αk · Vk, and does not exist any set of vectors in
V with less than k members with the same property. The set of vectors
{V1, . . . , Vk} is called a basis for V, and every set of vectors from V with the
same property is called a basis as well. The scalars α1, . . . , αk are called
coordinates of the vector V with respect to the given basis.

Note that given a basis for a vector space, the representation of every
vector in the space as a linear combination of the vectors in the given basis
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is unique. Hence,a vector of a space of dimension k can be represented
as a k-tuple, formed with the scalars which multiply the vectors of the
basis, respectively. Note, further, that every set of vectors V1, . . . , Vk ∈ V
which are linearly independent, form a basis for the vector space V, if V has
dimension k. For every pair of positive integers 1 ≤ j ≤ k, the k-tuple with
1 in the j-th component, and zero in all the other components, is called an
elemental vector. The elemental vectors E1, . . . , Ek form a basis for every
vector space of dimension k. This basis is called standard. Then, when not
considering any specific basis, the tuple of coordinates which represents a
given vector is interpreted as a tuple of coordinates in the standard basis.

7.1.2 Formalization of a learning space as a vector space

Once we know that we can consider a learning space as a vector space, we
must try to find out the corresponding semantics in our context, of the for-
mal notions, properties and operations of that model. First of all, note that
learning spaces fit in this formal model only when they are homogeneous.
Secondly, as is always the case when an informal concept is formalized,
we cannot make use of the interpretation too literally or too precisely (as
opposed to an interpretation we do for every formal notion). We must con-
sider the information which we can get out of a given learning space by
using the model of vector spaces as a guideline to learn more about our
framework.

The formal language should not be a “steel suit” which prevents the
concepts from being displayed with their complete meaning. On the con-
trary, the formal language should provide us with a set of new notions and
new perspectives with the help of which we can enrich the information we
have about the framework and objects that we are studying. In addition,
an analytical study of a component in an adaptive learning environment
can lead to better understanding of the power and shortcomings of the
component (Self 1995).

Next we proceed to give an initial and tentative interpretation of the
main concepts in our formalism.

1. A seed being expressed as a linear combination of the seeds
of a given set:

Let s = α1 · s1 + . . . + αk · sk.

Suppose that the given set of seeds {s1, . . . , sk} is a proper subset of
the set of seeds which form the learning space. We can interpret this
fact as meaning that the specific skills which seed s is supposed to pro-
vide to the learner, can also be obtained from the seeds {s1, . . . , sk},
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by modifying the skills corresponding to the dimensions of the learn-
ing space for every seed in the set, according to their respective con-
stants in the expression of s. The way in which the set of coordinates
which correspond to every seed in the set, say si, must be modified,
is given by the corresponding constant ci. Depending on the value of
ci, it will mean to emphasize, or to restrict, the learning experience
represented by si, in a proportion represented by ci. Then, if every
seed in the set is modified according to its corresponding constant,
we can delete the seed s from the learning space, without changing
its learning objectives.

Although this is formally true, it induces us to think the underlying
pedagogical view behind the model. The view that redundant pieces
of knowledge can and should be avoided is present in the knowledge
space theory (Doignon & Falmagne 1985, Falmagne et al. 1990) used
in efficient assessment of knowledge, but the view contradicts the
pedagogical approach taken in the design of the learning space model.
The learning process is not tried to be optimized in terms of time
consumed; the learner should be guided to the unexplored areas of
meaningful learning experiences.

2. Linear independence of a given set of seeds:

Linear independence of a given set of seeds means that no seed in
the given set can be expressed as a linear combination of the other
seeds in the set. That is, there is no seed in the given set, whose skills
the learner is expected to get once that seed was accomplished in its
learning process, could be got also through the other seeds in the set,
perhaps with some intensification in their coordinates in the different
dimensions of the learning space (i.e., through a multiplication of the
different seeds in the set by some factors from the set of real numbers).

Thus, every seed in the given set is necessary, in the sense that
the learning experience that it represents cannot be ignored by the
learner in her learning process, no matter what her skills are in the
other seeds, without strictly restricting the global knowledge which
the learning space represents as a whole.

3. Basis:

Given any set of seeds of a learning space S, we can form the span of
these seeds, which in turn is again a learning space contained in S. If
the span of the elements is S, and the seeds themselves are linearly
independent, they form a basis.
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The learning seeds in the set could be considered as dimensions for a
new learning space, where the different grades mean a different degree
of skill in the given learning seed. The new learning space would be
equivalent to the original one, in the sense that every learning seed in
the learning space should be given a new set of coordinates, in terms of
the new dimensions (which are learning seeds in the original learning
space). In this way, a learning space with the “same capabilities” as
the original one could be obtained.

The learning space model is, however, a modified vector space in
a way that every seed in the learning space can consist of an arbi-
trary amount of seeds within that seed (i.e. a collection of seeds),
connected to each other with traditional hyperlinks. This simplified
version of “sub”-spaces is also used in the prototype implementation
of Ahmed. In addition, the learner cannot be taken to a seed other
than the starting seed of the collection to ensure that the learner
does not miss earlier parts of a multi-part problem. This different
approach to subspaces is chosen because it adds to simplicity when
authoring the learning material since it is possible to present certain
seeds in a fixed order, but also because it enables easy preparation
of ready-made sub-problems to original problems when original prob-
lems are too challenging for the intended users. As stated earlier,
supporting subtasking of problems is in harmony with supporting
mental programming of learners.

The consideration of a learning space from the perspective of the
theory of vector spaces makes clear the fact that dimensions and seeds
are quite similar. Indeed, they both represent skills or knowledge in
some learning objective. The difference is that the skills represented
by the dimensions form a reference system of skills, in terms of which
every skill represented by a seed can be expressed. The concept of
basis induces us to think about transforming a given learning space
by re-considering the reference system of skills. If a given set of seeds
forms a basis, then it can be interpreted as the fact that they can be
considered as dimensions, and all the seeds in the learning space may
be expressed in terms of these dimensions.

7.1.3 Learning spaces as metric spaces

Every vector space is also a metric space, so that some appropriate and
meaningful distance function should be found.

If the learning space is not complete (i.e. at least one seed in every
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point in space S), Ahmed uses Euclidean distance to take the learner to the
nearest matching seed. However, the metric of Euclidean distance strongly
assumes homogeneity. It is not clear if Euclidean distance is a suitable
distance metric, since dimensions in a learning space are easily not ho-
mogeneous, at least in a general case. In fact, it is difficult to design a
learning space where the dimensions are homogeneous. In practice, us-
ing Euclidean distance to pick up the nearest seed can still be sufficient,
since learning spaces are always approximations; when breaking learning
objectives down into different dimensions for a learning space, some ap-
proximation is needed. Even in cases where we consider the dimensions
to be something else than learning objectives (e.g. motivations or points
gathered), dimensions and the seeds’ positions along the dimensions are
approximations.

7.2 Partial order for the dimensions

The most obvious challenge in this formalisation is the assumption for learn-
ing spaces to be homogeneous. One can imagine that it is not easy to author
learning materials for a learning space unless it is heterogeneous. Now we
have assumed that the model for the learning space is homogeneous, but
there is no guarantee that the learning material can be homogeneous in
reality. For some domains, and perhaps for some learning material au-
thors, truly homogeneous learning spaces could be possible. An example
of such could be standardized test-type learning material. One could argue
that even then the space is homogeneous only “evaluation-wise” and not
“learning-wise”.

However, if we want to examine methods to relax the rules of the learn-
ing space model to allow learning spaces to be non-homogenous, one pos-
sible approach is to demand that the dimensions in a learning space have
partial order. That is, the relation pertaining a learning space dimension is
reflective, antisymmetric, and transitive. In other words, when considering
partial order as a tree-structure, there is an order from a root node to a
child node, but no order between the sibling nodes.

It should be remembered that every time there is an addition or en-
hanced expressiveness in the model, it demands more from the learning
material author. However, partial order is a strong candidate for a modifi-
cation to the learning space model, since it is “natural” in the sense that
the concept is easily visualized in two dimensions, and the tree-like struc-
ture is intuitive with strong hierarchy, directed paths and lack of cycles in
the graph.
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The use of partial order for the learning space dimensions is not straight-
forward. Although the concept of partial order is intuitive, using it in the
learning space model is not. A learning space constructed using dimensions
with only partial order is hard to imagine. The effect a cannot operate sim-
ilarily to the learning space model presented in Chapter 4. The effect has
to incorporate the same partial order as the dimensions, and joining the
dimensions (mentally) together can be overwhelmingly complicated for the
author. Moreover, the visualization of the learners’ trails is difficult with
partial order.

As a conclusion, we can say that considering the intended users and the
motivation for the adaptation presented previously in this thesis, the need
for learning spaces to be truly homogenous is not crucial. Simplifications
and approximations are needed in preparing learning material, no matter
what the representation for the knowledge is taken. Coarse adaptation
mechanisms provided by the learning space model are able to function
properly.

7.3 Discussion

The reason for this initial attempt to formalize the learning space model
is to open a way to structure and study the model so that the ideas can
be developed further. By using a formalism, it might help in finding new
potential ways to exploit the learning space by making the learning expe-
riences more meaningful, motivating, efficient and rewarding.

In addition to the discussion above, one possibility could be to consider
the representation of a learning space as a relational database. That is,
we can think of it as a finite set, together with a family of relations. As
such the representation is straightforward. However, there are of course
different ways in which a learning space can be represented as a database.
The main point, though, is that in this way we could benefit from the deep
knowledge about relational databases, which has already been developed,
and which is still being developed. From a practical perspective, once
we have a representation of a learning space as a database, the learning
space administrator can query the database, by using any relational query
language (e.g. SQL) to find out different properties of the learning space.
This way we can provide the learning space administrator with an excellent
tool to operate.

However, in order to design learning platforms which utilize the prop-
erties of the underlying model to its fullest, we have to start with simple
cases, even if they sound trivial from the practical application’s point of
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view. This process also forces us to understand the originality of a given
platform. In the context of the learning space model, the question of effi-
cient retrieval is not that important as providing a student with a meaning-
ful learning environment. To achieve that goal, the model has to support
operations which support and intensify the learning process.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

Learning space model. In a broad sense, adaptive learning systems
are systems that enable individual paths through the knowledge space.
The thesis presents a model for organizing the learning material into a
vector-space and describes how the model was used in a real-life setting.
The benefit of this model – in addition to supporting domain-independent
learning materials – is indeed the adaptivity in learning events. Other issues
include supporting evaluation of learners’ learning processes.

The key issue in adaptive learning systems is to take the learner closer to
the learning objectives, whatever the objectives are. Typically in adaptive
learning systems, there are four different aspects in adaptation: knowledge,
goals, background and experience, and preferences (Brusilovsky 1996). The
learning space model incorporates these aspects into the concept of learning
space. The seeds in the space are the knowledge, and by acting upon it,
the learner gains knowledge. The dimensions are typically used as learn-
ing goals, although they can be considered differently. The learning space
model adapts to the background knowledge or experience (i.e. knowledge
gained before entering the system) by rapidly advancing the learner into his
or her zone of proximal development. The model does not offer adaptation
to user preferences per se; the reason is that unlike information retrieval
(where adaptation to user preferences is used heavily), learning involves an
element of surprise. The learner does not know what to learn in advance,
therefore the learner cannot set the preferences for the learning process.
The learning model, however, offers indirect support for adapting to user
preferences by allowing the author of the material to build in support for
e.g. various learning styles.

The author of the learning space has complete freedom in the authoring
process, but the freedom does not come cheap. The author must design the
space carefully, since the model itself does not offer any support. However,
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every author of the learning material is able to define the seed positions
and the effects of the actions based on his or her own experience, or some
theoretical model. The construction of the learning space is open enough
to enable several theoretical approaches in the learning material.

Somewhat similar constructs are proposed in other systems for learn-
ing. For example, the underlying idea in the ASK systems is to capture
important aspects of a conversation with an expert (Ferguson et al. 1992).
In ASK systems, the learning is seen as a process of retrieving relevant
cases (i.e. experiences) at the right time (Osgood 1994). The essential issue
is how the cases are indexed.

Similarily, there is a relation between Interbook’s (Brusilovsky 1998)
underlying model and learning space model. Interbook offers a versatile
“shell” which also enables easy authoring of the learning material and offers
adaptively functioning result. The difference is that both ASK-systems
and Interbook use absolute linking. The relative linking offered in the
learning space model is different in the sense that it is unpredictable; the
author cannot know beforehand which seeds and in which order the seeds
are presented to the learner. This is the basis for the individual learning
paths, but it requires a novel way of thinking the learning material from
the author.

Learning materials for the model. The learning space model is open
to various learning materials. Typical page-turning metaphors as well as
hypermedia constructs are of course possible. Games and simulators can
also be embedded into the model. One of the most interesting ways of using
the learning space model is to use adaptive hypermedia in a novel manner.
The learning space can consist of several small (traditionally linked) hy-
permedia structures. When the learner is ready to proceed to the suitable,
larger hypermedia structure, he or she will “jump” to it. This way, the
learning path of an individual in the global learning space is ultimately
composed of small steps in local hyperspaces. The steps expand or narrow
depending on the learner’s action in the space.

Another suitable way to use the learning space model is to exploit the
unpredictable nature of the learning session. Cyberliterature offers an ill-
defined domain that can be used in learning and experiencing a contem-
porary art form. The text (i.e. the story) can be broken down into text
snippets, which in turn are authored into seeds. The author of the mate-
rial cannot know in advance how the story unfolds in front of the learners.
Therefore, the story is different for every learner, and the way the learners
experience it are different. An example of a story using the learning space
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model could be a fabel filled with moral dilemmas; the way the learner
reacts to the situations in the text, the deeper the learner is sucked into
the depths where there are no good answers, only less damaging ones.

Testing cognitive abilities with the model. Using a computer as a
tool to test human abilities is possible when the limitations of a computer
are acknowledged. The computer does not possess such a sense for nuances
as human experts for interpreting subtle cues like facial expressions. The
key issue is to rely on and exploit the benefits offered by a computerized
environment. The test environment with a computer is value-free and the
computer acts the same for every testee regardless of the interpersonal or
other issues involved in situations where there are two humans present. The
computer is not affected by the long hours spent in a testing situation. It
might also be possible that using a computer for neuropsychological testing
can reveal issues missed in standard face-to-face neuropsychological testing.

The value of the learning space schema to the evaluation of learner’s
abilities is that the evaluator (teacher) can see the overall picture of the
testee by a glimpse at the test results. The challenge is to prepare material
that gives information that is usable and accurate enough. It is clear that
the test results should not be used as standardized test results, but more
as a guideline for the non-expert of neuropsychology so that he or she can
benefit from the results. For example, a special teacher in mathematics
could use the information during the teaching process. Similar systems
for testing exist for special teachers, but the content is often fixed. The
power of the learning space model is that the same system can be used as
a platform for learning as well as testing, and only different learning spaces
have to be prepared. When using the learning space model in the learning
environment, the same ease of using the trails as a basis for evaluation
applies to assessing learning.

Learning elementary arithmetic with the model. The presented
learning space, Matinaut, is an example of using the learning space schema
in elementary education. The constructed space is straightforward and sim-
ple, even though the model allows a general, more creative use of learning
materials. Particularly suitable materials could be the badly-defined do-
mains where there are no right and wrong answers but different possibilities
to cope with situations (sometimes referred to as adventuresome learning).

The evaluation of the Matinaut-space showed that the learning space
model operated as designed, by rapidly taking the learner to the correct
area and then providing the learner with learning seeds that are challenging
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but not too challenging. After reaching the zone of proximal development,
the progress is slow but still observable. However, interviews during the
study revealed that for some less-able learners, the learner’s position in the
number field dimension grew too fast. This occurred because the effects
were designed so that the position was virtually never decreased in that
dimension.

Learning space model for the authors. A significant advantage for a
learning system is that the underlying model is simple and usable for non-
experts of the system. Therefore, a small-scale study testing the variations
between different authors positioning the seeds into a learning space was
conducted. The effect for actions was similarily tested.

The study revealed that there are variations between different potential
authors. A possible remedy could be to explicitly assign qualitative expla-
nations for different values for each dimension as well as effects for actions
in advance, so that different authors could rely on unambiguous guidelines
for creating a learning space.

Formalising the learning space model. The learning space model
and the way it is practically implemented suggests that the learning spaces
should be homogeneous. The seventh chapter makes a tentative effort to-
wards formalizing the concepts relating to the learning space model. The
discussion is not aimed at providing a thorough treatment, but to open up
the possibility of giving a structure for the model.

Formalisation of the learning space schema can help in developing the
learning space model further. There are basically two ways to develop the
model: to make it simpler (for the author) and to make it more complicated.
Possible ways to make the model simpler are restrictions to the model, such
as pre-defining some of the dimensions or the steps in them. Ways to make
the model more complex are to use partial order (as described in Chapter 7)
in dimensions, allowing the author to set the value for dimensions for the
learner regardless of the learner’s current position in the space, allowing
a learner to enter a collection of seeds from other than the initial seed
in the collection, alternating the effect in actions according to individual
properties, or dynamically arranging the learning space after it has been
used enough.

The problem with making the model more complicated is that the au-
thor of the material must learn the different possibilities offered, unless
authoring tools are offered. The problem with authoring tools is that they
tend to restrict the expressiveness of the model. Simpler models tend to be
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generally more usable (see e.g. Martin & Mitrovic (2002)).
One possible alteration for systems using the learning space model could

be that the progress of a learner is visualized for the learners themselves. In
addition, the system could pre-analyze the path and the progress, so that
the data is in usable form. Experiments with this type of open or scrutable
learner models have been promising (see e.g. (Mitrovic & Martin 2002,
Carkovski & Kay 2002, Zapata-Rivera & Greer 2002, Hartley & Mitrovic
2002)).

Final words. From the educational technology point of view, special ed-
ucation provides researchers and developers with a challenging laboratory
of highly specialized requirements, both technical and pedagogical. There-
fore, solutions in the narrow area of special education can also be applied in
other areas of education – in much the same way as a telephone is the out-
come of research to support deaf people and a tape recorder is the outcome
of research to produce talking books for blind people. Highly specialized
areas can be the ones with fruitful and wide-spread research outcomes.

As it is presented in this thesis, the learning space model, originally
designed for learners with disabilities, is also transferable to learners other
than those having difficulties in mental programming.
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